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Abstract 

 

Background and rationale 

Researchers in the field of reading have conceptualised the reflection on and conscious 

manipulation of the morphemic structures in words as morphological awareness and devised 

tasks to measure this construct. In doing so, different practises had been carried out making 

use of different morphological domains and tasks to capture the scope of this construct. 

Studies provide evidence that children’s preschool morphological awareness is an important 

contributor to the reading development in elementary school years. In the Norwegian 

language, morphological awareness has also an important role, as studies of children 

receiving explicit instruction in morphological awareness have performed better at word 

reading and reading comprehension than children receiving no training. Additionally, training 

in morphological awareness appears to foster growth in phonological awareness, as both 

skills seem to have a reciprocal effect.  However, publications concerning validated 

assessment tools of morphological awareness for Norwegian pre-schoolers have not been 

found. In this study, the intention is to replicate and adapt the morphological awareness task 

of Diamanti et al. (2018) to the properties of the Norwegian language. The reason is that this 

study found that their tasks sufficed to measure morphological awareness and showed that 

morphological awareness measured in preschool made the best unique contribution in word 

accuracy, pseudoword reading, reading comprehension, and spelling outcomes in first grade. 

Thus, the present study outlines the procedures to construct and validate this test with the 

intention of providing an assessment tool that other studies can use to examine the effect of 

morphological awareness in the reading development of Norwegian children.  

The empirical evidence about morphological awareness has led to the following research 

question: 

1. Construction and Validation of a Morphological Awareness Test for Pre-schoolers  

 

Method 

This study has been supervised by the research group NumLit: Development of Numeracy 

and Literacy in Children from the department of Special Needs Education at the University of 

Oslo, which will use the morphological awareness test in upcoming studies. The present 

study concerns applied research and consists in describing the construction and validation of 

the psychometrical properties of the test. For the pre-validation of the test, NumLit provided 
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two samples of pre-schoolers, in which I have assessed two versions before constructing the 

final test. First I present the results from the first pilot study and amendments made to the 

first version. In the second pilot I report the results and explain the adjustments needed to 

create the final version of the test. For the final validation, the test was assessed in a sample 

of 246 pre-schoolers under the coordination of the research group.  

Analyses 

The results were carried out with R for Statistical Computing, with which I performed a 

correlation analysis in both pilot studies for the selection of the appropriate items. For the 

results from the last sample I performed a reliability analysis and an exploratory factor 

analysis. 

Results 

The results showed that the morphological awareness test had a high reliability of 0.85 (ωt) 

and 0.84 (α), which signifies that 85% of the test’s total variance is because of factors 

common to all the items and tasks. The analysis also demonstrated that 39% of the variance 

in the test is due to a single common factor. The exploratory factor analysis showed also that 

the three tasks used in this test grouped accordingly in three factors and showing the relation 

of each item to a general factor. The results of this study indicated that the morphological 

awareness task has a good reliability and validity as assessment tool.  
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1 Introduction 
 

1.1 Background and Rationale for this Thesis  

The development of reading skills is dependent on the development of the spoken 

language because the acquisition of oral language precedes that of reading. Children seem to 

gradually acquire a linguistic awareness of how to use their own language and of the elements 

it is composed of such as sounds, meanings, spelling forms, sentence structure, or 

intentionality. As children develop, they become aware of the parts of the speech to the point 

they can intentionally manipulate them in their own language (Gombert, 1992). Thus, 

research has shown the importance of one of these linguistic skills, deeming phonological 

awareness to be a prerequisite for the acquisition of reading skills (Melby-Lervåg, Lyster, & 

Hulme, 2012; Wagner, Torgesen, & Masters, 1987). Phonological awareness is necessary in 

understanding that oral language is composed of smaller sound units, called phonemes, which 

can be mapped to the letters used in print. The ability to manipulate phonemes in words is 

essential for the understanding of the correspondences between letters and sounds, which in 

turn will boost the ability to decode words. The ability to decode words is a goal in the 

elementary school years, but already in the course of the first three years of schooling, reading 

concerns more than just decoding words; it also concerns reading comprehension (Castles, 

Rastle, & Nation, in press; Snow, 2002). Part of the discussion about the nature of reading is 

that the relation between speech sounds and word spelling is not clearly represented at the 

phonemic level because many phonetic representations differ in the way they are represented 

with letters. Some researchers have posed that languages like English or Norwegian can be 

seen as morphophonemic by reason of spelling being governed by morphological structures, 

rather than just phonemic (Carlisle, 2003; Deacon & Kirby, 2004; Muse, 2005; Wagner et al., 

1987) -as in the word health which is written thus to make transparent its relation with the 

root heal, which differ phonologically but are related morphologically. This has resulted in 

tremendous interest in other linguistic aspects such as morphology, which along with 

phonological awareness seem to have a powerful effect on the development of reading skills 

(Carlisle & Nomanbhoy, 1993), with an unique significant contribution on the development of 

vocabulary, reading comprehension, and spelling (Diamanti et al., 2017; Goodwin & Ahn, 

2010; Kirby et al., 2011; Kuo & Anderson, 2006; Lyster, Lervåg, & Hulme, 2016; McBride–

Chang, Wagner, Muse, Chow, & Shu, 2005; Nagy, Carlisle, & Goodwin, 2014).  
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Morphology concerns the study of the smallest meaning-bearing units in words such as 

roots, prefixes, or suffixes, which are used for word formation (Carlisle, 2003; Muse, 2005; 

Nagy et al., 2014).  Children become aware of that these smalls units, called morphemes, are 

used systematically to convey meaning as is the case of verbs in English simple past tense 

which usually use the suffix –ed to mark the tense (e.g. jumped or pushed). Morphological 

awareness is therefore conceived as the ability to reflect on and manipulate morphemes and 

how these meaningful units constitute the construction of words (Carlisle, 1995; Nagy et al., 

2014). Different studies have found that morphological awareness develops gradually and that 

certain types of tasks are needed to tap different levels of morphological awareness (Casalis & 

Louis-Alexandre, 2000; Deacon & Kirby, 2004; Diamanti et al., 2018; Kuo & Anderson, 

2006), in particular, some studies have stated the importance of measuring morphological 

awareness before the onset of  formal reading instruction (Casalis & Louis-Alexandre, 2000; 

Diamanti et al., 2018). A large number of studies have called attention to the assessment of 

morphological awareness in several languages (see Kuo & Anderson, 2006, for a review), but 

validated assessment tools that give evidence of different levels of morphological awareness, 

and that assess different domains of morphology in Norwegian pre-schoolers are still needed. 

Nonetheless, studies in the Norwegian language have shown that explicit instruction in 

morphology can have long-term effects in reading skills such as reading comprehension 

(Lyster et al., 2016), especially when combined with instruction in other reading skills such as 

phonological training (Lyster, 2002). For this reason, this thesis aims to address the existing 

lack of assessment tools that take into consideration different levels and domains of 

morphological awareness for Norwegian pre-schoolers. 

This thesis centres on the construction and validation of a morphological awareness test 

for Norwegian pre-schoolers. In this regard, the construction of this test is based on the study 

of Diamanti et al. (2018), in which they examined two levels of morphological awareness 

through four different tasks in Greek pre-schoolers. Additionally, the results from that study 

were analysed by Diamanti et al. (2017), in which morphological awareness showed to have a 

significant and unique contribution to the development of several reading skills one year later, 

at least as measured with their tests. Based on the findings from both studies, I have done a 

replication of their morphological awareness test and an adaptation based on the properties of 

the Norwegian language. For the validation of this test, the research group NumLit at the 

Department of Special Needs Education at the University of Oslo has provided the resources 

to conduct two pilot studies, and a final validation as a part of their study. In doing so, I have 

conducted the two pilot studies before the preparation of the final version in two different 
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kindergartens. At the end, the results of the final version of the test will be presented based on 

the assessment of a sample of 246 Norwegian pre-schoolers conducted by the research group 

with the intention of corroborating the validity of the morphological awareness construct and 

the reliability of both each task and the test as a whole. The resulting findings of this analysis, 

along with the implications these findings can have for future research, will be discuss at the 

end of this thesis.  

 

1.2 Research question 

The aforementioned rationale has led to the following research question: 

 

“Construction and Validation of a Morphological Awareness Test for pre-schoolers” 

 

The research question intends to address the psychometrical properties and procedures 

entailing the construction and validation of this test. 

 

1.3 Delimitations 

Despite of the importance morphological awareness seems to have for the development of 

reading skills, this thesis will not study the relation of morphological awareness, as measured 

with this test, and other literacy skills. The discussion will centre on the construction and 

validation of the test and will shed light on the properties of the design, and on the reliability 

and validity of the test as an assessment tool for measuring morphological awareness.   

 

1.4 Structure of this Thesis 

In Chapter 1 I explained the theoretical implications concerning this thesis, which substantiate 

the proposed research question.  

 

Chapter 2 includes a description of the importance morphology has in language. I also 

describe in depth the term morphological awareness. I continue with explanation that 

awareness of morphology develops gradually and present a theory that illustrates different 

levels of linguistic awareness. This is followed by the different morphological domains and 

different morphological awareness tasks studies have been used. I conclude by presenting 
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studies in the Norwegian language, to then state how the present study intents to contribute to 

bring understanding about morphological awareness in Norwegian children. 

 

Chapter 3 shows the methodological approach I have used and contains a detailed description 

of how I have constructed this test. As a part of the method, I include two pilot studies 

conducted to validate the two first version of this test. In the end, I present the final version of 

the morphological awareness test. 

 

Chapter 4 shows the results from the analysis of the final version of the test.  

 

In Chapter 5 I discuss the findings from this study and how they can be understood in light of 

the theory presented in Chapter 2.  
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2 Theoretical and Empirical Background 
 

2.1 The Importance of Morphological Awareness for 

Literacy Development 

Research on literacy development has brought into focus an array of important skills that 

children are dependent on in order to become skilled readers, varying from fundamental 

linguistic knowledge to sophisticated strategies to monitor one’s own reading comprehension 

(Castles et al., in press, for a review), and especially in initial stages when reading concerns 

mapping word-sounds onto letters in print for which letter-sound knowledge and phonological 

awareness are non-negotiable (Melby-Lervåg et al., 2012; Wagner et al., 1987). In this initial 

stage children need to understand that a string of sounds in a word are composed of single 

sounds (phonemes) that can be mapped onto single or several letters (graphemes). However, 

the ability to access the spoken form of a word whilst reading (i.e. decoding) cannot be 

entirely dependable on grapheme-phoneme mappings because the spellings of many English 

words are ruled by systems other than the sound-letter system (e.g. come, eye, & signature). It 

appears also that  phonological awareness reaches a substantial growth during the first years 

of schooling at least for English-speaking children (Berninger, Abbott, Naggy, & Carlisle, 

2009), and that other linguistic skills, such as morphology, also seem to contribute 

significantly to the further development of reading skills and that it may even undergo a 

longer growth-span (Berninger et al., 2009; Bowers, Kirby, & Deacon, 2010; Carlisle, 1995; 

Carlisle & Nomanbhoy, 1993; Castles et al., in press). In doing so, researchers have 

conceptualised the awareness and conscious manipulation of the morphological structures in 

words as morphological awareness and have found reasonable evidence to pose that 

morphological awareness has a reciprocal impact on the acquisition of literacy skills (Carlisle, 

1995; Carlisle & Nomanbhoy, 1993). Some of the evidence concerns the fact that mapping 

phonemes to graphemes does not automatically give access to the word’s meaning, unless this 

word has being previously learnt orally, because the relation between sounds and letters is 

arbitrary (i.e. there is nothing in the letter combination that form the word cat that actually 

revels that its meaning). On the contrary, morphological units in words carry meaning and are 

used systematically, thereby revealing, at least partially, the meaning of the word (e.g. restless: 

we can infer that is an adjective because of the particular suffix –less which denotes the 

absence of the quality in the word “rest”, also the quality of not having rest). Measures of 
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phonological awareness and morphological awareness have shown to be significantly 

associated with the attainment of word-reading ability (Carlisle, 2003; Carlisle & Nomanbhoy, 

1993), and some have concluded thus that morphological awareness may also foster growth in 

phonological awareness as it can aid readers to appreciate the systematic sound variations in 

words that determine pronunciation (Carlisle, 1995).  However, research has been conducted 

to understand to which degree morphological awareness can contribute to the development of 

reading skills independently of the influence of other areas of reading, especially the well-

known influence of phonological awareness.  

 Deacon and Kirby (2004) studied the development of reading skills in English-

speaking children from 2
nd

 to 5
th

 grade. They proposed that morphological awareness is more 

than just a by-product of phonological awareness. Evidence form their study showed that 

morphological awareness contributed to non-word reading and reading comprehension after 

controlling for prior abilities such as verbal and nonverbal intelligence, and phonological 

awareness. They hypothesised that the relation between morphological awareness and non-

word reading suggests that children may attend to words with an eye to morphemic units 

which may help decoding non-words (e.g. gaked and mancingful). A study of Kirby et al. 

(2011) in English-speaking children showed that morphological awareness in third grade 

explained a significant proportion of the variance (3-9%) on the five reading measures after 

controlling for intelligence (verbal and nonverbal) and phonological awareness, whereby the 

proportion of variance was bigger for reading comprehension measures. Moreover, they 

showed that a small but significant effect (2-3%) persisted on reading comprehension after 

controlling for word-reading ability as well. Diamanti et al. (2017) found that morphological 

awareness measures already in kindergarten predicted the performance in word accuracy, 

non-word reading, comprehension, and spelling of first grade Greek children after controlling 

for receptive and expressive vocabulary, and phonological awareness. They found that the 

contribution of morphological awareness varied depending on the outcome measure; a unique 

proportion of 9-14 % was attributable to morphological awareness alone, and around 20 % 

when the variance shared with the other skills was included. These results may help 

disentangle the overlapping effects between phonological and morphological awareness, and 

give some evidence of the unique and important role morphological awareness plays in the 

development of reading skills.  

Further evidence about the important role of morphological awareness in the 

development of reading skills comes from intervention studies that show that giving explicit 

instruction about morphological units seems to improve performance in reading measures for 
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children with and without reading difficulties (Bowers et al., 2010; Goodwin & Ahn, 2010, 

2013; Lyster, 2002; Lyster et al., 2016). Goodwin and Ahn (2013) showed, for instance, in a 

meta-analysis, that studies that provided children with explicit training in morphological units 

of meaning were beneficial, especially for children in pre-school, elementary school and 

middle school, giving large effects on decoding, phonological awareness, and morphological 

knowledge. On the other hand, Goodwin and Ahn (2010)  showed that morphological 

instruction also proved beneficial for children with reading or language difficulties showing 

significant medium effect sizes in phonological awareness, morphological awareness, and 

vocabulary- with moderate effects on reading comprehension and spelling as well. These 

studies suggest that morphological training seems profitable, especially for younger children, 

which in turn may also suggest that identifying children’s morphological awareness as early 

as possible could give an better indication of their capabilities or needs for becoming skilled 

readers (Castles et al., in press). 

Consistent with the evidence ascribed to morphological awareness, it seems important to 

scrutinise the nature of morphology and its particular role in language to better understand 

how to conceptualise it, and when and how to measure morphological awareness. At the end 

of this theoretical section, the intention is to have outlined a theoretical framework of the 

development of morphological awareness that may help tailoring a test for Norwegian pre-

schoolers. 

  

2.2 The Nature of Morphology and its Role in Language 

Morphology is an important linguistic element because it concerns the fundamental 

building blocks- morphemes- of both spoken and written words that are used systematically to 

convey meaning (Carlisle, 2003; Kirby et al., 2011). In particular, languages use morphemes 

to differentiate word classes, tenses in verbs, or quantity in the process of word formation. 

These fundamental building blocks are thought of as the smallest meaning-bearing elements 

within words because further reduction in these morphemes will result in single letters or 

groups of letters without meaning (Carlisle, 2003; Kirby et al., 2011; Nagy et al., 2014). For 

instance, the word unrestricted is made up of three individual morphemes each of which bears 

a particular meaning; the root restrict, the prefix un-, and the suffix –ed. The root morpheme, 

which is a verb, means the establishment of a limit on something or someone. The prefix un- 

signals the absence of the action implied by this verb, and the suffix –ed expresses the past 

participle which is used to form adjectives form verbs. Thus, it results in an adjective 
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conveying the quality of not being limited or restricted. This shows how morphemes bearing 

individual meaning contribute to the meaning of the word as a whole.  

Similarly, other languages use morphological units to establish conventions of how certain 

properties of language should be encoded in words. This can be observed in the markers of 

plurality in nouns across different languages through suffixation. Whereas in Italian the 

morphemes –i and –e indicate plural in masculine and feminine nouns (e.g. bambini, 

bambine), in Norwegian the morpheme –er is used for masculine, feminine, and some neuter 

plural nouns (e.g. gutter/boys, jenter/girls, prosjekter/projects). Likewise, morphology 

concerns the elements that enable the formation of new words based on other words.  In 

English, the derivational suffix –er can be used to produce agentives and instrumentals from 

verbs such as the words teacher and sprinkler that are derivations of the verbs to teach and to 

sprinkle. In Spanish, the same effect is attained with the morpheme –dor in the words 

contador (accountant) or desarmador (screwdriver) that also are derived from verbs 

(contar/desarmar). Morphemes can therefore be seen as regularities in words given that they 

emerge repeatedly and always bear a specific meaning. Derivational suffixes can also give 

cues about the syntactical and semantical meaning of words (Carlisle, 2003; Muse, 2005), as 

with the suffix –ness that denotes a state or condition and is chiefly used on adjectives (e.g. 

completeness), or with the suffix –ion that  conveys that the word is a noun denoting a verbal 

action (e.g. completion).  

Furthermore, English and Norwegian written words are represented both at the 

phonological and morphological level because of the fact that words besides having a 

morphological structure, they also have finer structure consisting of sounds. Phonemes are the 

smallest sound units in words that are represented with a single or a combination of letters 

(e.g. /p/ and /sh/ sounds).The ability to understand that a stream of speech sounds (oral word) 

can be broken down into single phonemes as well as the ability to reflect on and manipulate 

these sounds, is a prerequisite for the development of decoding skills and mastery of the 

alphabetic principle (Melby-Lervåg et al., 2012; Wagner et al., 1987). This means that in 

order to be able to master the correspondence between letters and sounds that enable the 

ability to decode, phonological awareness is necessary. However, it has also been discussed 

that the correspondence between sounds and letters is not always transparent considering that 

different phonemes can be represented with the same letters (e.g. heat |i| head |ε|). The same 

discussion involves that word’s spellings and pronunciation are to a certain degree governed 

by the morphology and orthography in the language (Castles et al., in press; Kuo & Anderson, 

2006). In pronunciation, this is often seen in derived words that get phonological shifts, but 
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that preserve their spelling due to their morphological connection to the root as in the case of 

the words produce and prod(uc)tion. Morphological analysis can also determine the 

pronunciation and meaning of words with recurrent letter combinations that, although similar, 

differ in pronunciation due to their morphological components. For instance, the letters ea 

differ in sound in the words read and react because the latter is compound of a prefix and a 

root (e.g. re-act). Similarly, realising that morphological units have conventional spelling 

patterns, regardless of the sound variations that these can have in different words, may 

support the writing process (e.g. the suffix –ed in enjoyed /d/ differs in sound form that in 

stopped /t/) (see, Berko, 1958, for examples). For that and other reasons, languages such as 

English and Norwegian are rather conceived as morphophonemic languages inasmuch as both 

morphology and phonology rule the correspondences between letters and sounds (Carlisle, 

2003; Deacon & Kirby, 2004; Duncan, Casalis, & ColÉ, 2009; Lyster et al., 2016; Muse, 

2005; Wagner et al., 1987). 

Researchers suggest therefore that morphology is part of one’s overall linguistic 

awareness considering that morphological units convey phonological, semantic, syntactic, and 

orthographic features that facilitate reading and understanding of words (Carlisle, 1995, 2003; 

Carlisle & Nomanbhoy, 1993). Morphological analysis can aid the reader to interpret the 

meaning of the words, their syntactic role, or even facilitate the pronunciation of words as the 

reader is familiarised with the redundancy of certain word parts and learns to recognise the 

meaning each part conveys. All of these processes entail linguistic awareness in which 

morphology plays a central role (Carlisle, 2003; Gombert, 1992; Kuo & Anderson, 2006).  

The fact that morphology seems to be so closely related to so many other linguistic 

domains has raised the question whether morphology itself is worth being studied as an 

independent skill in the understanding of children’s acquisition of reading skills. Of similar 

importance, it has been necessary to define how we can conceptualise and measure the 

awareness of morphology in order to be able to study its effect on reading skills later. In the 

following sections I will discuss how morphological awareness can be understood as a 

construct and the nature of its emergence as well as its development in children’s language.  

 

2.3 What is Morphological Awareness? 

More than six decades ago researchers started to study the extent to which children in their 

first school years showed signs of knowing the morphological conventions that rule their 

language. Berko (1958) designed a task in which she made up words (non-words) that share 
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the phonology of the language but cannot be retrieved from the mental lexicon due to the lack 

of meaning. In her task, English-speaking 4 to 7 year-olds were able to make changes in non-

words and supply the correct endings depending on the context they were used in (e.g. This is 

a wug. There are two of them. There are two?…[wugs]) (Berko, 1958, p. 6). All the non-

words were based on word structures that were known by children at this age. She presented a 

number of non-words and asked children to supply the verb tenses, plurals, possessives, 

derivations, and compound of those words. She concluded that children at this age had 

already internalised some morphological conventions and that they possessed a certain degree 

of awareness that permitted them to extend morphological structures to non-words.  However, 

she discussed that this awareness seemed to be limited given that children tended to 

overgeneralise the morphological rules and performed better at manipulating regular words 

with high frequency patterns. This study suggested that children’s awareness of 

morphological structure seems to emerge before reading instruction and that its growth 

continues from that age on.  

The need to operationalise the awareness of morphological structures within words for its 

proper study had led to the construct morphological awareness which is defined as children’s 

conscious awareness of the morphemic structure of words and the ability to reflect on and 

manipulate that structure (Carlisle, 1995, p. 194). Several studies have employed this 

definition in the study of morphological awareness and have developed tasks accordingly  in 

order to measure it (Kuo & Anderson, 2006, for a review). However, some inconsistencies 

have emerged in the measurement of this construct due the relationship morphological 

awareness has with other linguistic skills. Researchers have examined which abilities may 

reveal this awareness and what kinds of tasks are useful to tap it (Carlisle, 1995; Nagy et al., 

2014). The valuable findings of Carlisle (1995) highlighted the need to have a theoretical 

framework to understand the nature of morphological awareness in order to be able to 

measure this construct properly. In her study, she showed that morphological awareness 

exhibits growth along with other linguistic skills as children grow older. She discusses that 

morphological awareness at an early age transitions between levels of implicit and explicit 

awareness, and it is explicit morphological awareness that seems to have a larger role in 

explaining reading skills. However, she argued that implicit morphological awareness may as 

well add robustness to the construct as the levels of awareness previous to becoming explicit 

may not be tapped by explicit awareness tasks only. For that reason, she emphasised that 

researchers need to consider the appropriateness of the tasks in relation to different levels of 

awareness, other areas of linguistic awareness, and the properties of the language being study.  
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Given that morphological awareness seems to be embedded in children’s linguistic 

awareness (Carlisle, 1995, 2003), it is important to explain what the different levels of 

morphological awareness entail by understanding how these levels emerge during children’s 

linguistic development. Equally important is to establish which parts of morphological 

knowledge concern each level of awareness and what types of tasks can reveal and measure 

this awareness. In the next section I discuss two levels of morphological awareness that have 

been proposed by Gombert (1992) and I then discuss different areas of morphology that can 

be incorporated as a part of each level.  

  

2.4 Levels of Morphological Awareness  

Several studies have tried to conceptualise the kind of behaviour that best describes 

manifestations of linguistic awareness throughout the development of language skills 

(Bialystok & Ryan, 1985; Gombert, 1992; Karmiloff-Smith, 1986). Some have posed that 

children show glimmers of linguistic awareness from an early stage in life, often seen in the 

manner children repair their utterances in speech (Clark, 1978). On the other hand, others 

have countered that children’s self-repairs in speech only reflect the child’s implicit 

knowledge of certain language structures, and do not indicate whether the child is fully aware 

of his language (Karmiloff-Smith, 1986). Other language behaviours such as children’s 

overgeneralisations of grammatical rules can demonstrate the awakening of linguistic 

awareness, but this again does not suffice to entirely explain the degree of awareness one may 

have, although it gives an indication of the grammatical rules the child has internalised 

(Nunes, Bryant, & Bindman, 1997). It has therefore been stated that we need to distinguish 

between children’s unconscious knowledge of language at the speech level and children’s 

full-blown explicit awareness of the language’s morphemic structure and the ability to 

manipulate this (Carlisle, 1995), especially because the degree of awareness may determine 

the type of tasks required to measure it (Nagy et al., 2014). Examples of this are seen in 

Carlisle (1995)’s attempt to measure pre-schooler’s tacit knowledge of morphological 

relations with a task which proved to be too difficult for them, but that seemed manageable 

for the same children one year later. Similarly, Kirby et al. (2011) discussed that their word 

analogy task may have been too difficult for first graders, proving to be more useful for 

second graders, and appropriate for third graders. This suggests that children’s awareness 

increases gradually, but that the nature of the task may be essential for its proper measurement.  
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With the aim to bring clarity to the nature of the development of linguistic awareness, 

Gombert (1992) has proposed a model that explains the trajectory from acquiring rudimentary 

linguistic knowledge to conscious cognitive control of the procedures and structures that 

determine it,  both as an inherent part of our cognition used to convey thoughts and as an 

external instrument at the disposition of the speaker. Gombert (1992) presented a model of the 

development of metalinguistic awareness by which each aspect of language is affected. 

Although he did not explicitly mention morphological awareness, the fact that morphology 

seems to have a strong connection to other aspects of language (Berninger et al., 2009; 

Carlisle, 2003; Casalis & Louis-Alexandre, 2000; Castles et al., in press; Goodwin & Ahn, 

2010; Kuo & Anderson, 2006; Lyster, 2002; McBride–Chang et al., 2005) suggests that 

morphological awareness may follow the same trajectory. Gombert (1992, p. 187) claimed 

that there are four phases in the development of linguistic awareness, of which the first two 

are obligatory in nature: (a) the acquisition of first linguistic skills; (b) the acquisition of 

epilinguistic control; (c) the acquisition of metalinguistic awareness and (d) the automation of 

the metaprocesses.  

 

2.4.1 The acquisition of first linguistic skills 

This phase concerns the acquisition of the first rudimentary aspects of language, which are 

mainly attained in the interaction between the child and the adult, where correction and 

reinforcement regulate the automatization of these language aspects. Gombert (1992) pointed 

out that children’s behaviour has a procedural nature because in this phase they show simple 

levels of mastery in production and comprehension of the language. In other words, this can 

give grounds to assume that children seem to grasp the use of certain language aspects by 

means of their recurrent correct use of it, but not that they are capable of explaining its use.  

 

2.4.2 The acquisition of epilinguistic control 

The second phase can be seen as an intermediate level of linguistic awareness, in which 

children, after having attained considerable stability in the processes encountered in Phase 1, 

are further challenged by their own ability to produce longer sentences with more complex 

structures. It is presumed that this process leads children to adapt their productions to new 

contexts when experiencing that their wording or intentions are not in accordance to the 

adult’s language system. The recurrence of these contextual markers bootstraps children’s 

ability to implicitly refer to the appropriate contexts, and facilitates the recognition of 
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unfamiliar language patterns that may require new adjustments. When the verbal exchanges 

seem to have a stable contextual functionality, this marks the transition to higher levels of 

awareness. In this phase, children have an unconscious knowledge that can only be verified 

by their language behaviour, given that the ability to verbally describe the use of it is not yet 

available for them. 

 

2.4.3 The acquisition of metalinguistic awareness 

This third phase is characterised by the conscious control of the aspects of language that 

need to be explicitly attended to in language processing, rather than just having a conscious 

understanding of their functionality. Gombert (1992) stated that “the absolute prerequisite for 

this consciousness is epilinguistic control. Only that which has already been mastered at a 

functional level can be so at a conscious level” (p. 190). He suggested additionally that this 

form of awareness is not necessarily a result of maturation, but rather dependent on the 

presence of external demands that require this meta-awareness (conscious awareness). 

Activities that require a conscious manipulation of language such as reading and writing seem 

to necessitate metalinguistic awareness, although these activities also seem to have a 

reciprocal effect on the growth of metalinguistic awareness itself. 

 

2.4.4 The automation of the metaprocesses 

The last phase concerns two processes that enable the automation of linguistic processes.  

The two processes Gombert (1992) proposed are: the epilinguistic processes and the 

automated processes. The automated processes, as opposed to the epi-processes, can always 

be replaced by meta-processes (i.e. those used in the second phase) when the subject needs to 

address a particular aspect of language that requires conscious manipulation.  

 Gombert (1992) concluded based on his analysis of the development of linguistic awareness 

in different domains (i.e. phonological, syntactic, semantic, pragmatic) that epi-processes 

emerge very soon after the establishment of the first linguistics skills and that the meta-

processed seem to be identified at about 6-7 years of age, sometimes earlier.  

 

The levels of awareness proposed by Gombert (1992) have paved the way for the study of 

morphological awareness as a construct composed of two levels: epi- and meta- 

morphological awareness (Diamanti et al., 2018; Diamanti et al., 2017; Peruzzi et al., 2011). 

Thus, it has been proposed that judgment tasks, requiring children to judge morphological 
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structures, are good indicators of epi-morphological awareness, as opposed to production 

tasks, tapping meta-morphological processes that usually involve production and 

manipulation of such structures.  Other researchers have operationalised the morphological 

awareness levels in a similar manner devising tasks that measure both an implicit and explicit 

levels of morphological awareness (Carlisle, 1995; Duncan et al., 2009; Nagy et al., 2014), or 

by categorising them as either unanalysed and analysed processes (Casalis & Louis-

Alexandre, 2000), or as lexical and sublexical processes (Berninger et al., 2009) . What 

remains to be understood is what type of morphological domains can be studied through 

morphological awareness tasks. In the next section I explain the three most studied 

morphological domains and how these domains have been studied with tasks requiring epi- 

and meta-process. First, there is a description of each domain. 

 

2.5 Domains of Morphological Processes 

In alphabetic languages, morphology concerns three main domains that rule the processes 

of word formation: inflections, derivations, and compound words. It is important to establish 

the distinctions between the domains of morphology as these are usually acquired at different 

points in time during the development of morphological awareness and can impose different 

constrains upon the design of morphological awareness tasks (Casalis & Louis-Alexandre, 

2000). 

2.5.1 Inflectional Morphology  

Inflectional morphology is concerned with the systematic alterations made on a stem word 

due to the demands imposed by syntax and semantics, and these alterations are marked with 

inflectional suffixes (Kuo & Anderson, 2006; Muse, 2005). Inflectional suffixes convey 

properties of gender as in feminine, masculine or neuter in some languages as Norwegian (e.g. 

-en and -a endings in døren/jenta). Number or quantity in English nouns is stated with the 

inflectional suffixes –s and –es as in the words cats and heroes. Inflectional suffixes in verbs 

indicate the person effecting the action (e.g. third person) as with the suffix –s in (she) sings 

in English, or the suffix -a in (ella) canta in Spanish. The tense in verbs is also indicated by 

inflectional suffixes as in the case of the suffix –ed in English (e.g. baked). There are also 

inflectional suffixes that indicate case in, for example, nouns or adjectives. In Greek, which is 

a language rich in inflectional morphology, words get different suffixes depending on the case 

as with the suffix –ας in Ο άντρας (the man), and -α in Του άντρα (the man’s).  
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Inflectional morphology appears to be the morphological domain children develop first as 

shown in studies of different languages (Berko, 1958; Carlisle & Nomanbhoy, 1993; Casalis 

& Louis-Alexandre, 2000; Diamanti, Goulandris, Stuart, & Campbell, 2014; Diamanti et al., 

2017; Kuo & Anderson, 2006; Mann, 2000). This can imply that an assessment test of 

morphological awareness, especially for young children, must include tasks of inflectional 

morphology.  It is also important to take the language being assessed into consideration 

because some inflectional suffixes may be acquired earlier than others and thus selecting 

different inflexional suffixes may be crucial in devising a task (for a cross-linguistic review, 

see Kuo & Anderson, 2006). Additionally, the assessment of inflectional morphology seems 

to be important due to it can often be a good indicator of general language difficulties (Kirby 

et al., 2011).   

 

2.5.2 Derivational Morphology  

Derivational morphology concerns the systems that enable the formation of new words 

based on an existing root-word and the two main systems through which words can be 

derived, namely prefixation and suffixation (Duncan et al., 2009; Muse, 2005). The former 

entails prefixes that are morphemes attached in front of the word changing the meaning of the 

word, but without altering the word class, as the prefixes un- and mis- in the words undeniable 

and misunderstand. The latter system involves suffixes attached at the end of words, which 

produce changes in the semantics and possibly in the word class. The amount of derivational 

suffixes is extensive: when attached to adjectives they can form comparatives (big/bigger), 

superlatives (close/closest), adverbs (nice/nicely), nouns (kind/kindness) and verbs 

(wide/widen); derivational suffixes in nouns can produce adjectives (friend/friendly),  and 

nouns (break/breakage); derivational suffixes in verbs can form agentives (write/writer), 

instrumentals (roast/roaster), nouns referring to actions (swim/swimming); and the 

combination of two derivational suffixes can even form a new word (hopeful/hopefully).  

Derivational morphology seems to follow the development of inflectional morphology, 

especially in alphabetic languages (Anglin, 1993; Berko, 1958; Diamanti et al., 2018; Duncan 

et al., 2009; Kuo & Anderson, 2006; Mann, 2000), and the developmental trajectory seems to 

be longer than that of inflectional morphology given that derivational morphology is more 

prominent in complex words, which are gradually acquired through schooling and often 

chiefly encountered printed in texts rather than in oral communication (Anglin, 1993; Casalis 

& Louis-Alexandre, 2000; Duncan et al., 2009). Derived forms constitute an increasingly 
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large portion of the new words children learn over the school years and the extensiveness of 

their vocabulary is related to their reading achievement (Carlisle, 1995, p. 195). Duncan et al. 

(2009) noted that the scope of the derivational forms in words also varies from language to 

language, as some derivations seem more easily acquired by French children than by English 

children, which seem to use longer time to use them productively. They linked this finding to 

the fact that the French children show a much richer and more frequent use of derivations than 

English children. With this regard, it has been proposed that the acquisition of derivational 

morphology is dependent on the words’ degree of frequency, transparency and productivity 

between the word and the derivation within each language (Carlisle, 2003; Carlisle & 

Nomanbhoy, 1993; Casalis & Louis-Alexandre, 2000; Kirby et al., 2011; for other similar 

factors, see Kuo & Anderson, 2006). This means that whether the derivations involve 

phonological transformations in the word (e.g. sign/signature), have low or high frequency 

(e.g. nice/nicely vs. assign/assignable), or follow intuitive derivational rules (e.g. love/to love 

vs. blood/ to bleed) can determine the ease and the rate with which derivational morphology is 

acquired. For the proper assessment of derivational morphology it is therefore advisable to 

take into account the properties of the language and how these may be tapped through 

different types of morphological tasks. In sum, it was been posed that to fully measure the 

morphological construct, we need to include both inflections and derivations in the 

assessment of morphological awareness (Kirby et al., 2011, p. 3). 

 

2.5.3 Compound Words 

Another important system for creating new words in language is through the process of 

compounding. Compound words usually consist of two or more words linked together to 

produce a new word with a new meaning, as the word classroom (Kuo & Anderson, 2006). 

Compound words can vary in terms of both length and semantic transparency, as some 

compound words are semantically transparent (e.g. toothbrush) whilst others are not (e.g. 

breakfast). Compound words follow different rules depending on the language. Whereas in 

English some compounds can be detached (e.g. pencil sharpener), in Norwegian they should 

always be connected (e.g. blyantspisser). Kuo and Anderson (2006, p. 10) concluded that the 

acquisition of compound morphology, as well as of inflectional morphology, develops earlier 

than the acquisition of derivational morphology. Languages such as Norwegian seem to be 

more morphologically complex than English, although English has more inconsistencies in 

the correspondence between morphemes and their pronunciation (Ragnarsdóttir, Simonsen, & 
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Plunket, 1999). This can be reflected in the manner words simply get merged into one or 

when their syntactical and semantical components get rearranged as a result. For instance, the 

Norwegian words sommer (summer) hus (house) can be compounded by the simple 

combination of those words turning into sommerhus (summer house) , as opposed to more 

complex words that have their origin in phrases and include derivational suffixes as well, such 

as iøynefallende which comes from the phrase å falle i øyne plus the suffix –ende.  

To give a better understanding of how these three morphological domains have been 

studied and incorporated in different morphological awareness tasks, in the next section I will 

discuss different tasks for the assessment of morphological awareness and how they have 

been devised to meet the demands of different levels of morphological awareness. It is 

noteworthy that the number of assessment tasks is large; therefore I will only present a 

selection of tasks that may give a picture of the variation among the existing morphological 

awareness tasks. 

 

2.6 Assessment of Morphological Awareness in Children 

For the proper assessment of morphological awareness, Deacon, Parrila, and Kirby (2008) 

have proposed a taxonomy of morphological awareness tasks that illustrates important 

properties of assessment tests: (a) Judgment tasks which the subject only make a choice based 

on provided answers by the examiner, address the subject’s implicit knowledge; in contrast 

production tasks aim to measure explicit knowledge based on children’s own produced 

answers; (b) Judgment and production tasks may be more appropriate when presented orally 

rather than written because the written forms may put additional strain on other linguistic 

abilities (see also, Carlisle, 2003; Deacon, Kieffer, & Laroche, 2014); (c) The demands 

imposed by judgment and production tasks must counterbalance the demands imposed by the 

morphological domain being assessed (e.g. a production task including only derivations with 

phonological shifts may be more demanding than one including transparent derivations as 

well) (see also, Kuo & Anderson, 2006). 

The properties of the morphological awareness tasks encountered in different studies to 

date vary in the demands each task imposes on the domains of morphology it measures, 

namely there are two distinctions that many researchers seem to adhere to; the distinction 

between judgment tasks and production tasks (Carlisle, 1995; Carlisle & Nomanbhoy, 1993; 

Kirby et al., 2011; Kuo & Anderson, 2006). Having said that, one can assume, consistent with 

the view of the development of morphological domains, that it may be necessary to include 
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judgment and production tasks of derivational morphology, which has a longer growth span, 

as well as of inflectional morphology, which despite of becoming explicit earlier in life, can 

be a good indicator of children’s language development- especially when they struggle with it 

(Deacon & Kirby, 2004). Therefore, to illustrate the extent of variation in morphological 

awareness, I will present a selection of morphological awareness tasks according to these two 

distinctions.  

 

2.6.1 Judgment Tasks 

Morphological awareness has been assessed through judgment tasks of derivational 

morphology, in which the child needs to judge the relation between a derived word and a base 

word (Carlisle, 1995; Carlisle & Nomanbhoy, 1993). This task intends to evaluate sensitivity 

to morphemic units in relation to semantic and phonological similarities in words when 

presented in a sentence. This type of task purports to measure implicit levels of awareness 

because the sentences are presented orally and the child is only required to answer whether 

the second word is derived from the first word or not (e.g. teach vs. teacher; doll vs. dollar). 

Although this task is intended to measure implicit awareness, Carlisle (1995) reported that 

this task was too difficult for English-speaking pre-schoolers, whereas the same task seemed 

appropriate for these children in first grade (Carlisle, 1995; Carlisle & Nomanbhoy, 1993). In 

a similar manner, Duncan et al. (2009) assessed derivational morphology through judgment of 

word relatedness in word pairs presented orally and without picture support. The task 

concerns the statement of whether or not the two words are related (e.g. heat-heater; ham-

hammer). The word pairs were assessed in French and English children from 1
st
 to 3

th
 grade. 

They argue, however, the importance of studying whether the performance in this type of task 

truly depends on morphological knowledge or whether vocabulary plays a stronger role.   

Another judgment task concerns the judgment of several words that share the same suffix 

or prefix, but differ in their root. In this task the child is asked to identify a word presented 

orally among four words having a corresponding picture (e.g. French prefixes: identify 

enrouler among entrer, entourer, enrouler, enfermer). Casalis and Louis-Alexandre (2000) 

considered this task as measure of implicit morphological awareness and their study showed 

that children’s performance in this task improved from kindergarten to second grade, reaching 

ceiling performance at second grade. However, they noted that this task could be seen as 

measuring vocabulary, even though the pictures had similarities that compelled the subject to 

analyse the morphemic units within each word. 
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One of the most recent studies has implemented judgement tasks of inflectional and 

derivational morphology. Diamanti et al. (2018) devised two tasks measuring epi-linguistic 

control (implicit awareness) of inflectional and derivational morphology in Greek children 

aged 4-7 years. One of their tasks consists of a pair of sentences including a non-word that 

stands for either a noun, adjective, or a verb. Each pair of sentences matched a picture and the 

sentences were spoken by two animal puppets (for a similar task with real words, see Nunes 

et al., 1997). In this task, the child needs to judge the inflectional and derivational suffixes in 

the non-words and point to the puppet that said the sentence describing the picture (e.g. turtles 

taking photos: “the turtles skeni (3
th

 person singular) photos” and “the turtles skenoun (3
th

 

person plural) photos”). This type of task is meant to minimise the effects of word knowledge 

given that the non-words have no semantical meaning and the only aspect differentiating them 

are their suffixes (for the use of non-words, see Berko, 1958; Casalis & Louis-Alexandre, 

2000; Duncan et al., 2009; Kuo & Anderson, 2006). Additionally, the task provides 

semantical clues trough the sentences and the pictures, which may be thought of as a support 

to highlight the differences between the suffixes. This study showed that epi-linguistic control 

seemed to be functional already for the 4 year-old participants even before receiving formal 

reading instruction (similar findings as Berko, 1958), but they discussed that the lack in 

variation of inflectional suffixes might have played a role in the results.  

It is argued that all judgment tasks are subject to the same limitation, which is that one 

cannot have certainty of what children are thinking while performing such a task (Carlisle, 

1995; Carlisle & Nomanbhoy, 1993), and therefore tasks measuring explicit awareness are 

needed to measure this construct to a greater depth. Consistent with the review of levels of 

linguistic awareness of Gombert (1992), it can therefore be presumed that morphological 

judgment tasks are appropriate to measure epi-linguistic control (implicit awareness). 

 

2.6.2 Production tasks 

Morphological awareness has also been assessed through production tasks in which the 

child listens to a word and is then asked to complete a sentence with an inflection or a 

derivation in that word without picture support (Carlisle, 1995; Carlisle & Nomanbhoy, 1993). 

The task concerns inflections in words (e.g. plurals, comparative, and superlative) and 

derivations with and without phonological changes (e.g. quick and quickly, or long and length) 

assessed in children from kindergarten to second grade. In addition to a word decomposition 

task in children in third and fifth grade (Carlisle, 2000) (e.g. growth: she wanted the plant 
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to…[grow]). In the first task, children seem to perform better on inflections than on 

transparent derivations, and less well in derivations with phonological changes. As for the 

decomposition task, fifth graders seemed to perform at ceiling level. Comparable work has 

been conducted with sentence completion tasks with real words, but without the help of a 

prompt word or picture support (Deacon & Kirby, 2004; Duncan et al., 2009). Duncan et al. 

(2009), in addition, extended this task by using non-words and nonlexical words (i.e. words 

whose derived form is made up from a real word, but has a novel construction [e.g. someone 

who needs is a – needer]). They reported that French children’s performance was overall 

better than their English counterparts, arguably caused by the fact that French children are 

exposed to complex derivational structures earlier than English children.  

Casalis and Louis-Alexandre (2000) used several production tasks in French-speaking 

children from pre-school to second grade for measuring different levels of awareness. Implicit 

tasks concerned sentence completion with both affixed non-words and real words. In both 

tasks the child is asked to complete a sentence with a suffixed word and to produce an 

antonym with a prefixed word, both in real words and in non-words without picture support. 

For the explicit tasks, children performed segmentation and synthesis of complex-derived real 

words, and performed an inflectional task with real words and non-words. In the former tasks, 

the child is asked to segment real words into root and prefix/suffix with the help of a two-

piece detachable doll whose parts represent the morphemic units in the word (e.g. this doll is 

called “breakable”; it is formed of two pieces “break” and “able). Similarly, for the synthesis 

task the child is asked to provide the doll’s name after having heard the names of the two 

constituent pieces. In the latter task, the examiner presents a word to be inflected by the child, 

whose inflection indicates both feminine gender in nouns and adjectives, and past tense and 

infinitive in verbs. The child is asked to inflect real words and non-words with the support of 

neither a sentence nor a picture. In all tasks, children performed better with real words than 

with non-words and showed an improvement in each task across grades. The results showed 

that segmentation and synthesis were more demanding as children needed to split syllables to 

separate the suffix in the segmentation task (e.g. coiffure: coiff//ure) or exchange sounds to 

form new words in synthesis tasks (e.g. reparer + ion: reparation). In the inflectional tasks, 

children seemed to be more able to manipulate gender in words than tense both in words and 

in non-words. 

Another production task is the word analogy task by Nunes et al. (1997). Kirby et al. 

(2011) adapted this task to measure children’s ability to produce inflections and derivations in 

words after being presented with a pattern (e.g. pattern run-ran: walk [walked]; anger [angry]; 
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decision [decide]). The items included words with and without phonological changes and 

were presented orally without the support of a sentence or pictures. This study found that the 

performance of second and third graders predicted later reading skills, whereas the  

measurements from first graders showed no significant effect (see Carlisle & Nomanbhoy, 

1993, for similar findings). These findings suggest that this type of production task may be 

more suitable to measure explicit levels of morphological awareness pertaining to older 

children than those in kindergarten or first grade. Notably, this test design allows some pairs 

of items to be answered with a phonological strategy without actually reflecting on 

morphological units (e.g. understanding that the second word results from just adding a /s/ 

[doll-dolls]). The researchers needed therefore to perform a second analysis to address this 

concern and to corroborate the validity of the construct. This must be taken into account if 

new tests are to be devised using this design. Other studies had, for instance, excluded 

analogy tasks because word analogy tasks may cause difficulties for reasons not related to 

linguistic and metalinguistic skills (Diamanti et al., 2018). 

To assess morphological awareness with production tasks, Diamanti et al. (2018) 

constructed production tasks of inflectional and derivational morphology with the intention of 

measuring the meta-linguistic awareness suggested by Gombert (1992) . In the inflectional 

production task, the examiner presents pairs of pictures depicting actions performed by turtles 

referring to different properties in nouns and adjectives. The examiner demonstrates the first 

picture in each pair along with a sentence with a non-word. Children are then provided with 

the beginning of a second sentence, matching the second picture, and are asked to provide the 

non-word with the inflection needed to match the picture. For example, given a picture of two 

turtles with sunglasses and a picture of one turtle with sunglasses, the examiner would say 

“The turtles menane (3
th

 person plural) glasses. The turtle . . .” and the child should say 

“menaei (3
th

 person singular) glasses” (Diamanti et al., 2018, p. 9). For the derivational 

production task, children were provided with a picture and a sentence with a critical word 

(different real words in every sentence), and thereafter the beginning of a second sentence that 

was syntactically modified and required a manipulation of the derivational morpheme on the 

critical word to be completed correctly (e.g. “Miriam always teases her friends. Miriam is 

a . . .” requiring the derivation “teaser”) (Diamanti et al., 2018, p. 9). This study documented 

that the emergence of epi-linguistic control and meta- linguistic awareness in the domain of 

derivational morphology ensues earlier in Greek-speaking children than in other languages 

(e.g. Casalis & Louis-Alexandre, 2000; Duncan et al., 2009), and confirmed that the meta-

derivational production task was the most challenging task. Consequently, it can be assumed 
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that production tasks provide an adequate measure of meta-linguistic awareness (explicit 

awareness).  

 

Lastly, production tasks have also been utilised to examine awareness of compound words, 

although few studies have included this domain in their study of morphological awareness 

(Kuo & Anderson, 2006). Berko (1958) asked children to try to explain why some compound 

words were named as such (e.g. airplane, birthday, newspaper, Friday) to see if children were 

aware of the different words constituting a compound one. This task is categorised as a 

production task by the fact that children need to verbalise the meaning of the word, however, 

one can question whether the nature of this task addresses conscious manipulations of 

morphological structures or whether such task measures vocabulary. The results showed that 

most of the children did not employ the morphological units to interpret their meaning, 

especially the youngest ones, who rather provided answers conveying the object’s identity or 

functionality instead of etymology (e.g. a birthday is called as such because you get presents). 

McBride–Chang et al. (2005) used a morphological awareness production task of compounds 

words in which English-speaking kindergarteners were presented with a sentence including a 

compound word and were then asked to form an analogous compound word that fitted a 

second sentence (e.g. Early in the morning, we can see the sun coming up. This is called 

sunrise. At night, we might also see the moon coming up. What could we call this? 

[moonrise]). This study showed that this type of task, in conjunction with other morphological 

awareness tasks, was appropriate for the study of the impact of morphological awareness on 

vocabulary growth in children.  

 

2.7 Morphological Awareness in the Norwegian Language 

The study of morphological awareness in the Norwegian language appears limited 

compared to other languages- at least when only peer-reviewed articles are taken into account. 

Two sources have contributed to the understanding of Norwegian morphology from a 

linguistic viewpoint (Faarlund, Lie, & Vannebo, 1997; Lie, 2006), but no research about the 

nature of morphological awareness or validated instruments for its measurement have been 

published. Nevertheless, there are intervention and experimental studies that shed some light 

on morphological awareness in Norwegian pre-schoolers and older children.  

In an experimental study, Ragnarsdóttir et al. (1999) examined inflectional morphology of 

both simple past tense in single-words and words embedded in a sentence in which children 
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need to provide the inflected form of a prompt word. This study showed that children’s 

acquisition of inflectional morphology relies on the interaction between age, verb type, and 

frequency and demonstrated that 4-year-olds already have good notions of the largest 

category of regular verbs (i.e. those getting the suffix –et). Further, it appears that children 

gradually acquire the smaller regular categories (i.e. with suffixes –te, -de and –dde) and 

irregular verbs (e.g. synge, sang, sunget), showing mastery of these three inflectional 

categories with approximately 80% correct performance by the age of 8 years and a 

significant spurt in the latter two categories between age 6 and 8.  

The second type of study concerns explicit instruction of morphology in Norwegian 

children. Lyster (2002) gave explicit instruction to two experimental groups, one with 

phonological and one with morphological training, and compared them to a control group 

receiving no training. Her findings indicate that children receiving morphological training in 

compound words, plurals in nouns, past tense in verbs, and prefixes and suffixes improve 

significantly their phonological skills and reading comprehension. Although the group 

receiving phonological training seemed to have an immediate improvement, the effect of 

morphological training seemed to be the strongest at the end of the intervention. Additionally, 

the morphological group outperformed both groups in word reading. Lyster et al. (2016) 

extended the aforementioned study and measured the effect of their intervention several years 

later showing that morphological training in kindergarten improved children’s reading 

comprehension in 1
st
 and 6

th
 grade after controlling for other variables including phoneme 

awareness. They stated that the phonological group have received training mostly focused on 

sound-letter correspondences, whereas the morphological group had more emphasis on 

morphological structure and larger orthographic structures. They concluded that the long-

lasting effects on reading comprehension found were due to morphology bears meaning and it 

may have influenced children’s ability to recognise words’ structure and meaning. They 

demonstrated also that the effect of morphological training seem reciprocal of phonological 

training given that both experimental groups improved respectively in both skills.  
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2.8 Synopsis of the Theoretical Section 

In the previous section, it has been explained that morphological awareness is a meta-

linguistic skill that encompasses levels of implicit and explicit awareness. Thus, combining 

judgment and production tasks have been assumed to give a better picture of the 

morphological awareness construct given that children acquire this awareness gradually and 

this awareness can vary from child to child. Similarly, it has been argued that the inclusion of 

several domains of morphology is essential as a task with a broad range of inflections and 

derivations might account for more variance and thereby better represent the construct. On the 

one hand, some studies have shown that their morphological awareness tasks have been useful 

for studying the relation between morphological awareness and the development of reading 

skills. On the other hand, studies have shown that morphological awareness can be measured 

already in pre-school before the start of formal reading instruction, with promising results as a 

latent construct predictive of later reading skills. Studies in Norwegian children, suggest that 

children in this early stage show some knowledge about the morphology ruling their language, 

and that morphological training in pre-school appears to be have a strong effect on skills such 

as reading comprehension. However, the assessment of morphological awareness in 

Norwegian children has not been documented to the same extent as in other languages. 

Therefore the present study intends to address the measurement of morphological awareness 

as a latent construct that will permit its further study as a predictor or contributor of reading 

skills.  

Having stated the complexity and importance of morphological awareness and the 

variation in assessment methods across studies, the present thesis concerns the following 

research question: 

 

“Construction and Validation of a Morphological Awareness Test for Norwegian Pre-

schoolers” 
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3 Method 
The method for the construction of this test concerns applied research in which I replicate 

and adapt the method used by Diamanti et al. (2018). This test has been included in the test-

battery of the research project NumLit from the department of Special Needs Education at the 

University of Oslo in which the test was assessed on a sample of 246 Norwegian pre-

schoolers in four municipalities enclosing Oslo. Initial work involved constructing the test 

conducting two pilot studies to validate and tailor the final version of the test. First, I will 

outline the design of the test and the amendments needed after each pilot study as well as the 

features of each sample. I will conclude this section by presenting the final version of the test 

which will be the focal point of the last two sections in which I will present and discussed the 

results.  

3.1.1 Design 

In the construction of psychological and educational assessment tests the main purpose is 

to evaluate individual differences and variation between individuals on a specific human 

ability. This test classifies as an individual ability test for measuring characteristics of human 

beings that pertain to behaviour. An ability test normally includes items which serve as a 

stimulus to which a person’s overt behavioural response can be scored and evaluated (Kaplan 

& Saccuzzo, 1989). The different items are allocated in three different tasks (epi-inflectional, 

meta-inflectional, and meta-derivational) with the intention to measure the inclusive construct 

“morphological awareness”. This test includes additionally a picture corresponding to each 

item in all three tasks, meant to support and lessen cognitive demands and give a greater 

context for each item (see test design from section 3.2 to section 3.5) 

3.1.2 Validity 

Validity refers to what is being measured by a psychological test, or the degree in which 

we can make certain inferences form a test (Kaplan & Saccuzzo, 1989). It is important to 

assess the errors of measurement to ensure that this test is truly measuring the morphological 

awareness construct which is a hypothesised latent trait and not an observable phenomenon. 

In order to do so, analyses of construct and content validity will be included. To examine 

construct validity, an exploratory factor analysis will give an indication of whether the 

elements that are believed to constitute a construct correlate with each other and seem to be 

good measurements of the same construct (see section 4). Further studies examining the effect 

of this test are needed to confirm the construct validity, but this are out of the scope of this 

study. Content validity will be discussed in how the items have been designed to provide an 
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adequate representation of the morphological awareness domain according to theoretical and 

linguistic properties of the language (from section 3.2 to section 3.9). 

 

3.1.3 Reliability 

Reliability refers to the degree in which each test-item is seen as a good measure of 

morphological awareness and the degree of internal consistency seen by how well the items 

correlate with each other (Kaplan & Saccuzzo, 1989). In section Validation of the MA-test 

First Pilot Study 3.6, an analysis of the item properties of each task is presented, in which the 

correlations among the items are analysed. Thereafter, the items with lowest correlations and 

extreme average performance (either too easy or very difficult) are excluded and new items 

are created. In section Validation of the MA-test- Second Pilot Study 3.8, a second analysis is 

performed to evaluate the correlation among the new and old items in each task, and a 

selection of the best items is made to assemble the final version of the test. Section 4 Results, 

presents a detailed reliability analysis of the item correlations, the reliability coefficient of 

each task, and reliability coefficients of the test as a whole (all expressed in Cronbach’s alpha 

and Ravelle’s omega total-correlational coefficients).  

 

3.1.4 Ethical implications 

The construction of this test has taken place within the research project NumLit which is 

approved by the Norwegian Centre for Research Data (NSD) that regulates the use of 

personal data, data collection, privacy, and research ethics. In accordance to the Guidelines 

for Research Ethics (NESH, 2016), the research group has collected parental consent as well 

as oral assent from each participant. Participants were informed that that all personal 

information will be anonymised and deleted at the end of the study and that any participant 

can withdraw from the study at any point. Regarding more practical implications, each 

kindergarten participating in this study agreed to provide a quiet room for the test 

administration and to assist with personnel during the test administration if required by a 

participant or participant’s parents. All the examiners participating in the data collection had 

relevant background within Education and Special Needs Education, and received appropriate 

training by the research group. 
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3.2 The Structure of the Morphological Awareness Test- 

1
st
 Version 

The morphological awareness test is an adaptation in Norwegian of the Greek 

morphological awareness test by Diamanti et al. (2018), in which they created four tasks to 

measure different levels of morphological awareness. The present test includes only three of 

them; one judgment task and two production tasks. The purpose is to measure children’s 

implicit and explicit morphological awareness of inflections and explicit morphological 

awareness of derivations in Norwegian (i.e. epi-linguistic control and meta-awareness). As a 

result, the test was divided into three tasks: Epi-inflectional Awareness Judgment Task, Meta-

inflectional Awareness Production Task, and Meta-derivational Awareness Production Task. 

In the next sections I will describe the criteria for the construction of each subtest.  

 

3.3 Description of the Epi-inflectional Awareness 

Judgment Task 

In accordance with the theoretical framework for epi-linguistic control (see section 2.4.2), 

the idea was to create a task in which the child’s responses reflect this implicit knowledge. 

This task aims thus to measure children’s ability to judge inflectional suffixes in words 

presented in a sentence by letting children choose their preferred answer, rather than 

producing it themselves. To accomplish such a dynamics during the task, the child is asked to 

observe a picture depicting one action and to listen to two sentences read out loud from the 

examiner, in which only one sentence refers to the action depicted in the picture. The second 

sentence has a similar syntactic construction but it differs in how the target word is inflected 

(e.g. a word referring to an action in singular when the picture depicts one in plural). 

Therefore, for this task there is only one possible correct answer. It is important to mention 

that the target words were made-up words (non-words) that have similar syllabic structure as 

real words and that respect phonological features used in Norwegian words, except that these 

had no semantical meaning. In order to enhance the child’s engagement during the activity the 

examiner held two finger puppets which enunciated a sentence each. In doing so, the child 

was instructed to point to the puppet he or she considered gave the correct answer.  

Furthermore, a general criterion was established indicating that the test must include a 

variation in word classes. Therefore a nearly equal amount of nouns, adjectives, and verbs 

were selected as target words. However, in view of the fact that inflectional suffixes differ 
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within each word class resulting in different available suffixes, criteria for each word class 

were also established to ensure that several types of inflectional suffixes were included. 

Initially, the first version of this test comprises a set of 43 pairs of items as short and simple 

sentences containing a target non-word with an inflectional suffix. Out of the 43 items, 15 

items contained verbs, 15 contained nouns, and 13 contained adjectives. In the next three 

sections I will describe the criteria for each word class separately. The full version of epi-

inflectional task is available in Appendix A Morphological Awareness Test-First Version. 

 

3.3.1 Criteria for Verb Items 

As abovementioned, this test intended to follow the criteria previously established in 

Diamanti et al. (2018)’s study. Therefore, the pictures utilised in their study were used for this 

test as well. The first step was to create sentences that referred to what the pictures depicted. 

The process of matching pictures to new verbs was challenging in that the pictures’ context 

often constrained the possibilities of freely selecting verbs. The inclusion criteria for selection 

of verbs items was based on the following rules: (a) only regular verbs for which past tense 

was the result of a morphological suffixation were included (e.g. they push as in simple 

present and they pushed as in simple past, or in Norwegian de dytter and de dyttet). As a 

consequence, irregular verbs in which the past tense indication follows special rules other 

than morphological suffixations were omitted (e.g. they drink in simple present, but they 

drank in simple past, or in Norwegian, de drikker and de drakk); (b) Verbs in past and in 

present should be consistent with inflections used for sentences in indicative mood which led 

only to the inclusion of verbs in simple present and simple past tense (in Norwegian known as 

presens and preteritum). Other types of sentence moods and verb tenses were omitted because 

they are not only dependant on morphological suffixation when inflected, but also on modal 

verbs like in the case of present perfect tense (e.g. “they have pushed”), which use the modal 

verb have when inflected.    

The presented inclusion criteria served as a manner of also excluding some of the 

pictures because they were best suited to Norwegian irregular verbs, and therefore not 

applicable for the test’s purposes. Some of the pictures were excluded due to not depicting 

past tense clearly. This could be attributable to the fact that the pictures were initially created 

in accordance to demands of the Greek language which adhere to different syntactical and 

morphological rules. The selection process resulted thus in 8 items depicting simple present 

and 7 depicting simple past. 
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The verb items included classify as regular verbs (or svake verb in Norwegian) by 

having in common the suffix (-er) as an indicator of simple present. For instance, the simple-

present verb “throw/throws”, in Norwegian, stems from the root kast- in which the suffix –er 

forms the simple present word kaster. On the other hand, regular verbs in simple past tense 

are normally divided into two inflectional categories: class 1 with the suffixes –a or –et, and 

class 2 with suffixes –te, -de, and –dde (Lie, 2006; Ragnarsdóttir et al., 1999). However, 

whereas some verbs are most commonly associated with one class, other verbs can receive 

suffixes from both classes. The use of a certain inflectional classes or suffixations is often 

determined by geographical regions, dialects, or social norms which are out of the scope of 

this discussion (Ragnarsdóttir et al., 1999). Therefore, the inflexional classes taken into 

account were those explicitly mentioned on the dictionary Bokmålordboka/Nynorskordboka 

(Språkrådet, 2017) developed by the University of Bergen in collaboration with the 

Norwegian Language Council. An example of this ambiguity in suffixation can be seen in the 

simple present word kaster which in simple past tense can be inflected in ways such as kasta 

or kastet. Similarly, the word bygger (build/builds) can be inflected in simple past as either 

bygget or bygde without changing semantically.  

Later, a pair of sentences was assigned to each picture from which the first sentence 

included a target word in simple present and the second sentence one in simple past holding 

on to this pattern with all the verb items. For instance, in English this would be comparable to 

say “the turtle constructs a house vs. the turtle constructed a house” or in Norwegian 

“Skilpadden bygger et hus vs. skilpadden bygget et hus”. It is important to mention that since 

the purpose is to study children’s morphological awareness at a word level, it was crucial to 

create sentences with a simple syntax. This implied usually sentences with a subject in the 

first place and a predicate including and verb and/or a direct object. 

Having done this, the next step in the procedure of creating the items was to replace 

the target words with non-words. As conducted by Diamanti et al. (2018), every target word 

was replaced with a non-word with a similar syllabic structure, but alternative vowels and 

consonants. This demanded creating non-words that follow the syllabic and orthographic 

structure of Norwegian words, but that bear no semantical meaning- also made-up words that 

sound and look like real words. For instance, in the sentence the “skilpadden slukker tørsten 

med vann” which translates to “the turtle quenches its thirst with water”, the word slukker was 

replaced with the word gjummer. The non-word gjummer follows the exact spelling pattern as 

the word slukker by having the same amount of vowels and consonants in the same position. 

After replacing each real word, the non-word dictated whether this was consider as a regular 
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word and what kind of inflection it was appropriate to have. The resulting non-word gjummer 

is consider as a regular word belonging to the inflection class 2 (-te) and thus an appropriate 

word according to the inclusion criterial. The class inflection decided on is based on 

similarities between the non-word gjummer and the real word gjummer, which only has one 

possible suffixation when inflected in simple past, hence gjemmer in simple present and 

gjemte in simple past. When considering the appropriate inflections for the non-words, it was 

only these which were taken into account. In this case the real word slukker has three possible 

inflections in simple past both as slukka, slukket, and slukte. Although the real word 

established the spelling structure of the non-word, it is the structure of the non-word itself that 

determined the suitable inflections. Accordingly, this item resulted in “skilpadden gjummer 

tørsten med vann” and “skilpadden gjumte tørsten med vann” (the turtle quenches its thirst 

with water and the turtle quenched its thirst with water). This same structure was applied to 

the rest of the verb items although some few items may not completely match the spelling 

structure of the real word. This was sometimes necessary in order for the non-word to 

resemble a real Norwegian word, given that sometimes replacing the letters of the real word 

resulted in another real word. Therefore, some non-words do not correspond entirely with the 

word’s spelling of its corresponding real word.  In addition, to ensure that the context of the 

pictures did not represent and obstacle to judge whether the picture depicted an action in 

present or in past, the word now was included at the beginning of the sentences in present and  

the word yesterday at the beginning of the sentences in past. However, due the Norwegian 

grammatical rules, when adding a time adverb at the beginning of a sentence it is necessary to 

switch the place of the verb in order for the verb to be in the second place in the sentence ( in 

English this would read as  “now quenches the turtle its thirst with water”). This might seem 

to complicate the structure of the sentence for an English speaker, but it seemed appropriate in 

order to create a better context and connection between each picture and its item. Regardless, 

this is a common feature of Norwegian language that children seem to acquire at a young age. 

As a result the final structure of the verb items was “Nå gjummer skilpadden tørsten med vann” 

and “I går gjumte skilpadden tørsten med vann” (now quenches the turtle its thirst with water 

and yesterday quenched the turtle its thirst with water). The example in Figure 1 shows one 

item in relation to its picture. 

Finally, in the scoring sheet provided for the examiners, the correct answers were 

specified in bold font for their easy recognition. In order to avoid creating a deductible answer 

pattern which could help the child to guess what the correct answer was, the correct answers 

were alternated, sometimes appearing in the first, and some times in the second sentence. The 
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puppets remained always talking in the same order opening for the possibility that either of 

the puppets could be saying the right sentence.  

 

 

Figure 1 Epi-inflectional verb in present tense 

 

Example:  

1
st
 puppet: Nå gjummer skilpadden tørsten med vann 

2
nd

 puppet: I går gjumte skilpadden tørsten med vann 

.  

 

3.3.2 Criteria for Noun Items 

For the selection of noun items for the epi-inflectional awareness judgement task, the first 

step was to create a pair of sentences corresponding to each picture. After analysing the 

supplied pictures only 13 matches were possible. Therefore, it was necessary to make two 

more pictures in order to reach the intended amount of items. This time, sentences with the 

required characteristics were made first and pictures depicting those sentences were created 

afterwards. The structure of the sentences was also similar to that of the verb items in which 

the sentences were in indicative mood with a subject and a simple predicate (e.g. the turtle 

carries the bag).  

In Norwegian, morphological suffixations in nouns convey information about 

quantities such as in singular or plural, and about gender such as in feminine, masculine or 

neuter. In addition, the definite article, which is coherent with quantity and gender as well, is 

attached to the noun in form of a suffix. This means that whereas in English you may say “the 

house”, in Norwegian you must say “housethe”; attaching the definite article the at the end of 

the noun. Indefinite articles, on the other hand, follow the same grammatical logic as in 

English taking place before the noun as in “a house” or in Norwegian “et hus”, and therefore 
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these are not considered as morphological suffixes when used in indicative form in front of a 

noun. However, indefinite articles in front of nouns where included in this test to contrast 

target words with a definite article functioning as a suffix. This means that the noun 

containing an indefinite article is expected to work as a stimulus, whereas the noun with a 

definite article presented as a suffix serves as a target word.  For instance, in the sentences 

“the turtle carries a bag” vs. “the turtle carries the bags” the child is expected to recognise the 

inflectional suffix in the second target word to match the picture depicting plural (e.g. “the 

turtle carries a bag” vs. the correct answer “the turtle carries bags-the”). 

To understand more about how inflectional suffixes in nouns carry meaning in 

Norwegian, it is important to know the different suffixes available for each type of noun. 

Gender is the first category in which three types of suffixes play different roles. Gender in 

nouns can be conveyed with a definite article functioning as a suffix such as –a for feminine,-

en for masculine and –et for neuter nouns. Similarly, gender in nouns is identified when it 

appears along with an indefinite article in front of  the noun as ei in feminine, en in masculine 

and et in neuter nouns. This means that each noun can have either a gendered indefinite article 

placed before the noun or a gendered definite article tagged along as suffix. Table 1 below 

shows how this works. 

Similarly, morphological inflexions in nouns serve as an indication for quantity taking 

form of suffixes when appearing in both plural indefinite and definite form. When plural 

nouns are in indefinite form these get the suffix –er whereas in definite form they get the 

suffix –ene. Table 2 aims to clarify this. 

 

Table 1 Gender suffixes in singular nouns 

Gender 

 

Singular 

Indefinite 

article 

Singular 

Definite 

article as a 

suffix 

Singular 

Indefinite article 

(Translation) 

Plural Definite article as 

a suffix (translation) 

 
 

Feminine Ei jente Jenta A girl Girlthe (the girl) 

Masculine En hund Hunden A dog Dogthe (the dog) 

Neuter Et hus Huset A house Housethe (the house) 
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It is worth mentioning that in the same manner other languages have exceptions in 

grammatical rules, so is the case of Norwegian language. As shown in Table 2, the neuter 

noun hus (house) does not get the suffix –er when inflected in plural. This is the case of some 

nouns not only in neuter form but also in masculine or feminine form which remain without 

suffix in indefinite plural form (e.g. mus, or ting which translate to mice and things). To 

ensure including words with suffixes in all the inflectional forms, words with this particular 

grammatical exception in plural indefinite form were omitted from the test leaving only nouns 

in plural definite form in which suffixation is necessary.  

In addition to the aforementioned inflectional rules, some other rules apply for certain 

nouns in which a vowel exchange is necessary in addition to the established inflections to 

create the plural form. For instance, the English word “book” translates to “bok” in 

Norwegian. However, the plural form of this Norwegian word has a vowel exchange when 

inflected resulting in the word “bøker” getting the vowel (ø) and the suffix –er.  Similarly 

occurs with the word “kne”(knee) which in plural indefinite form becomes 

“knær”(knees).Therefore, when matching the sentences to the pictures only nouns with 

regular inflections were included (e.g. en hund, hunden, hunder, hundene, See Table 1 and 

Table 2).  

During the selection of noun items the words with feminine suffixes were omitted. To 

account for this, it was found that despite of the fact that nouns are thought of as pertaining to 

a certain gender, many of the nouns considered as feminine can also be inflected as masculine 

nouns without changing semantically. Comparably, some nouns considered as neuter nouns 

can be inflected as masculine nouns (Lie, 2006). This ambiguity in gendered suffixes is 

interestingly often intentional because it carries meaning. For instance, the Norwegian word 

“rot” can either get a masculine or feminine suffix, or a neuter suffix depending on the 

Table 2 Plural suffixes in nouns 

Gender Plural 

Indefinite 

noun 

Plural 

Definite 

article as a 

suffix 

Plural Indefinite 

noun 

(Translation) 

Plural Definite article as 

a suffix (translation) 

Feminine Jenter Jentene Girls Girlsthe (the girls) 

Masculine Hunder Hundene Dogs Dogsthe (the dogs) 

Neuter Hus Husene Houses Housesthe (the houses) 
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meaning intended to convey. Whereas when inflected in feminine or masculine form the word 

“rota” or “roten” means “the root”, when inflected in neuter, the word “rotet” means “the 

mess”. According to Lie (2006) the reason why some nouns can get inflectional suffixes in 

either masculine or feminine may be attributable to the historical connection between 

Norwegian and languages such as Danish and Swedish that only have suffixes in neuter and 

in a so-called common gender. This is apparent especially in the Norwegian written form 

known as “Bokmål” which closely resembles Danish. Additionally this written form is 

predominant in Oslo area where the data collection for this test took place.  Norwegian has a 

second written form named “Nynorsk” which has more strict rules concerning noun genders 

and differs in how inflectional suffixes are constructed. Therefore, the items created for these 

tests were selected in adherence to the grammatical rules establish for the written form 

“Bokmål”. Lastly, another matter that influenced ruling out feminine suffixes was the fact that 

the use of masculine suffixes is considered more conventional and is more often encountered 

in written form even though inflections in feminine form are widely used in speech. (i.e. some 

people will usually say “senga” but write “sengen”). The remaining question is whether the 

inclusion of feminine suffixes could be necessary to obtain a better picture of children’s 

morphological awareness in pre-school.   

After the selection of the noun items, a total of 13 items with masculine suffixes and 2 

items with neuter suffixes were included. The sentences used have three different structures. 

The first structure regards a comparison between a sentence with a noun in singular definite 

form and one in plural definite form whereby both functioned as the correct item randomly. 

An exemplification of this is seen in the items “the turtle carries the bag” vs. “the turtle carries 

the bags” (Norwegian: “skilpadden bærer posen” vs. “skilpadden bærer posene”). The second 

structure concerns a sentence with a noun in singular indefinite form versus one in plural 

definite form as in “the turtle looks at a cloud” vs. “the turtle looks at the clouds” (Norwegian: 

“skilpadden ser på en sky” vs “skilpadden ser på skyene”). The third sentence structure deals 

with a noun in singular indefinite form versus one in plural indefinite form as in the sentences 

“the turtle plays with a cat” vs. “the turtle plays with three cats” (Norwegian: “skilpadden 

leker med én katt” vs. “skilpadden leker med tre katter”). 

By the same token, all the nouns included were replaced with a non-word which 

followed the same spelling structure as the real word and a structure that resembled a real 

Norwegian word both morphologically and phonetically. For instance the word “cat” which in 

Norwegian translates to “katt” was replaced with the word “duss”. This shows that the words 

have the same amount of vowels and consonants in the same position. However, two non-
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words got a spelling structure that differed slightly from the real word in order to resemble a 

real Norwegian word. Figure 2 presents a sentence of the third structure that shows how the 

item “the turtle pays with a cat” vs. “the turtle plays with three cats” intends refer to the 

second sentence.   

 

 

Figure 2 Epi-inflectional noun in indefinite plural 

Example:  

1
st
 puppet: Skilpadden leker med én duss 

2
nd

 puppet: Skilpadden leker med tre dusser 

 

In the same manner as in with the verb items, the correct answer was indicated in bold 

font in the scoring sheet created for this task. As a last example, the item “the turtle carries the 

bag” vs. “the turtle carries the bags” aims refer to the first sentence that uses the first sentence 

structure.  
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Figure 3 Epi-inflectional noun in definite singular 

Example: 

1
st
 puppet: Skilpadden bærer faven 

2
nd

 puppet: Skilpadden bærer favene  

 

 

3.3.3 Criteria for Adjective items 

 

The last component in the construction of the epi-inflectional awareness judgement task 

concerned the creation of adjective items. Comparable to the work done with verb and noun 

items in the previous sections, the first step involved creating 14 sentences matching the 

pictures provided for this study. However, as opposed to the two previous item selection 

processes, this time only 2 pictures of the provided pictures were useful, and a total of 12 new 

pictures were created to measure up to the rest of the items. In sum, adjectives are words that 

indicate something about the properties or features in nouns such as the adjectives good, 

strong, clever, or calm as well as the degree in which these properties manifest such as in the 

adjectives stronger or strongest. For this test, only adjectives indicating properties of nouns 

were included leaving out comparatives and superlatives even though these also require 

suffixations. This present section focuses thus on simple descriptive adjectives.  

The selection of adjective items entails the understanding of the properties these have 

and of how suffixes in adjectives operate in order to convey meaning. In Norwegian, 

inflectional suffixes in adjectives are also congruent with quantity, gender, and indefinite and 

definite determiners in the same way nouns do. However, adjectives in general are not 

considered to belong to a specific gender. Instead, adjectives receive the same qualities as the 
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noun they are related to. For instance, the adjective big (Norwegian: stor) gets the suffix –t 

when related to a neuter noun (e.g. stort). In the event of being related to feminine or 

masculine singular indefinite nouns, these do not affect the structure of the adjectives since 

the adjectives remain without further gender suffixation. On the contrary, when adjectives are 

related to plural indefinite nouns, these get the suffix –e in despite of the gender the noun 

belongs to. Table 3 intends to clarify how this works. 

 

Table 3 Plural suffixes in indefinite adjectives 

Gender Norwegian 

Adjective 

With singular 

indefinite noun 

With plural 

indefinite noun 

Translation in singular 

and plural 

Feminine Stor Ei stor jente Store jenter A big girl/big girls 

Masculine Stor En stor gutt Store gutter A big boy/big boys 

Neuter Stor Et stort bord Store bord A big table/big tables 

 

The first distinction is visible when an adjective appears in either singular or plural 

form in which their suffixes change accordingly. As shown in Table 3, adjectives together 

with the noun receive a suffix when inflected in indefinite form as in “store jenter” in plural, 

or “et stort bord” in singular neutral form. Therefore, adjectives in singular indefinite form 

may be regarded as irregular by reason of comprising different suffixes depending on gender 

and quantity contrary to adjectives in plural indefinite form which are thought of as being 

regular since only the suffix -e is permitted. Another peculiarity concerns adjectives in plural 

definite form, which get affected by the determiner of the noun they are related to. Whether 

the noun is in indefinite form (a cat) or definite form (the cat) will determine the structure of 

the adjective related to it. For instance, in English the adjective remains intact regardless of 

the determiner of the noun such as in “a big cat” and “the big cat”, whereas in Norwegian the 

second sentence will require a supplementary definite article in front of the adjective so it 

bears the same meaning. For example, the word “katten” (the cat) needs to be preceded by the 

definite article “den” in order to be grammatical when presented together with an adjective, 

namely “den store katten” (the big cat). The supplementary definite article varies similarly 

depending on the noun gender turning into “det” in neuter form, “den” in feminine or 

masculine form, and “de” in plural form regardless of the gender. Table 4 exemplifies this 

interaction. 
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Table 4 Singular suffixes in adjectives in definite form 

Gender Norwegian 

Adjective 

With singular 

indefinite noun 

With singular 

definite noun 

Translation  

Feminine Stor Ei stor jente Den store jenta A big girl/ the big girl 

Masculine Stor En stor gutt Den store gutten A big boy/ the big boy 

Neuter Stor Et stort bord Det store bordet A big table/ the big table 

 

Table 5 offers an overview of the different inflections in adjectives in plural form and 

how these relate to the respective noun properties. Notice how the adjective receives the 

suffix –e regardless of whether the noun gets the suffix –ene or –er.   

 

Table 5 Plural suffixes in adjectives in definite form 

Gender Norwegian 

Adjective 

With plural 

indefinite noun 

With plural 

definite noun 

Translation in indefinite 

and definite forms: 

Feminine Stor Store jenter De store jentene Big girls/ the big girls 

Masculine Stor Store gutter De store guttene Big boys/ the big boys 

Neuter Stor Store bord De store bordene Big tables/ the big tables 

 

Comparable to the Criteria for Noun Items 3.3.2, only adjective items related to either 

masculine or neuter nouns were selected.  This selection resulted in 9 adjectives with 

masculine nouns and 5 adjectives with neuter nouns. The structure of the sentences involved 

two main distinctions. The first one concerned the comparison of a singular and plural 

definite adjective such as “the turtle is wearing the big shoe” (den store) vs. “the turtle is 

wearing the big shoes” (de store). The second structure regarded an adjective in singular 

indefinite form versus one in plural indefinite form as in the sentences “the turtle is drawing a 

black car” (svart) vs. “turtle is drawing black cars” (svarte).   

Corresponding to the procedure established for the creation of verb and noun items, 

non-words were employed instead of real words. As a result, non-words often identical in 

spelling structure were created to replace the real words; some deviating from the real-word’s 

spelling structure. In this case, it was assumed that the depiction might not necessarily evoke 

the intended association since several inferences can be drawn. For instance, a picture 

intending to depict a soft pillow may as well evoke adjectives such as comfortable, good, or 
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nice. Therefore the correspondence between spelling structures of real and non-words was 

respected as long as the non-word did not conflicted phonologically or morphologically with 

other existing real words. In that case, a non-word with a similar structure was created. All the 

non-words were, however, in conformity to phonetical structures resulting in pronounceable 

words without semantical meaning.  

The example in Figure 4 shows an item with a sentence structure of the first type. In 

English this equals to “The turtle wears the new shoes” vs. “the turtle wears the new shoe” in 

which the picture depicts the first second sentence.  

 

 

Figure 4 Epi-inflectional adjective in definite plural 

Example: 

1
st
 puppet: Skilpadden har på seg de pime skoene 

2
nd

 puppet: Skilpadden har på seg den pime skoen 

 

Subsequently, in Figure 5 the item “the turtle draws a big car” versus “the turtle draws 

big cars” aims to depict the first sentence, and is in line with the sentence structure of the 

second kind.  
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Figure 5 Epi-inflectional adjective in definite singular 

Example: 

1
st
 puppet: Skilpadden tegner en drål bil 

2
nd

 puppet: Skilpadden tegner dråle biler 

 

Furthermore, it is important to mention that adjectives in Norwegian, as in English, can be 

sorted out in different categories whereby some of them are considered as simple and others 

as compound. The latter refers to adjectives which have suffixes because they have their 

origins in a verb or a noun. For example, the adjective beautiful has the suffix –ful since this 

adjective arises from the noun beauty. Similarly, adjectives such as readable are regarded as 

derivations as a result of stemming from the verb to read and because of its suffix –able. In 

Norwegian, adjectives exhibit a similar structure, therefore only adjectives considered as 

simple were included in this task such as big, nice, black, or soft. Lastly, as in the previous 

two sections, all the correct answers were marked in bold font to ease the scoring of the task. 

 

3.3.4 Instructions and Administration of the Epi-inflectional 

Awareness Judgment Task 

 

The last part in the construction of this task involved establishing specific criteria for the 

test administration for the examiners and concise and understandable instructions for pre-

schoolers. At the beginning of this task the examiner says that they will see some pictures of 

turtles together. Thereafter, the examiner explains that two puppets will describe what the 

turtles do in their own special language. The examiner explains that there is only one puppet 

who says it correctly and that it is not necessarily the same puppet each time.  
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The examiner is instructed to present two examples in which the child gets immediate 

feedback and encouragement to continue with the task. The examples included concern one 

verb item and one noun item.  As a general rule, the examiner is allowed to repeat each item 

only once if the child requires it. The scoring procedure was 1 for correct answer and 0 for 

incorrect. 

 

3.4 Description of the Meta-inflectional Awareness 

Production Task  

The Meta-inflectional awareness Production Task is the first production task with the 

purpose of measuring children’s meta-awareness (see section 2.4.3) by producing inflections 

in verbs, nouns, and adjectives. As exercised by Diamanti et al. (2018), the items utilised in 

the epi-inflectional awareness judgment task were also employed in this task resulting in the 

same three item categories. In this task the child is shown two pictures in which the first 

picture corresponds to the sentence presented by the examiner and the second picture is 

consistent with the sentence the child is expected to produce. The examiner presents then the 

first sentence and provides the beginning of the second sentence giving the child the 

opportunity to produce the rest of the sentence including an inflection on the target word. The 

pictures used for this test are similar to those in the epi-inflectional awareness test but they 

differ in the fact that a second picture depicts different properties that demand an inflectional 

suffix in the target word to be fully accurate. The target words employed here were the same 

non-words previously presented on the epi-inflectional awareness judgment task. In this task, 

the examiner did not used finger puppets, but rather explained to the child that they will keep 

using the puppet’s special language and that the answers also should be provided in this 

special language. To give a more comprehensive insight into the properties of this task, the 

three item categories included in this task will be discussed separately. The full version of the 

meta-inflectional awareness is available in Appendix A Morphological Awareness Test-First 

Version. 
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3.4.1 Criteria for Verb Items 

 

The Meta-inflectional awareness production task included 15 verb items in simple present 

from which the child was expected to produce an inflection in simple past. At first, the 

examiner presents a sentence such as “the turtle quenches its thirst with water” while pointing 

to the correspondent picture. Later, the examiner points to the second picture and introduces 

the second sentence by saying “the turtle….” and as a result giving the child the opportunity 

to produce “…quenched its thirst with water”. As you may notice, the first sentence is in 

simple present even though in English the tense present continuous may be more suitable to 

use given that it refers to an action happening in the moment, as in the sentence “the turtle is 

quenching its thirst with water”. In Norwegian, present continuous is not indicated with the 

suffix -ing in the same manner as in English. Contrarily, to refer to an action happening in the 

moment, simple present is normally employed; making no distinction between “quenching” 

and “quench”. As a manner of differentiating between simple present and present continuous 

in Norwegian, time adverbs are usually included to convey continuity in actions. This is the 

second reason why the verb items in the epi-inflectional task and in the meta-inflectional task 

included the adverbs “now” in simple present and “yesterday” in simple past with the 

intention to emphasise the tense distinctions.  With that said, the sentences resulted in “now 

the turtle quenches its thirst with water” and “yesterday the turtle…quenched its thirst with 

water”.  Moreover, using the exact same non-words used for the epi-inflectional judgment is 

expected to decrease the difficulty resulting from producing the inflections in non-words and 

by inflecting non-words they had heard in the previous task. Consequently, the examiner 

presents the item “nå gjummer skilpadden tørsten med vann” and says “I går…” to introduce 

the second sentence. Besides this, the examiner uses the example items to create 

consciousness about the activity and adds “What do think the puppet would say?” Once the 

examples are presented, the child does not receive additional information other than the first 

sentence and the start of the second sentence. As a general rule, the child’s response is taken 

as correct when producing the non-word with the correct inflection regardless of whether the 

child completes the rest of the sentence or not.  Figure 6 shows how this item is related to its 

two pictures 
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Example: 

Examiner: Nå gjummer skilpadden tørsten med vann. I går… 

Answer: gjumte skilpadden tørsten med vann.  

 

3.4.2 Criteria for Noun Items 

The meta-inflectional awareness task includes 13 noun items in which the child needs to 

produce an inflection in the non-word in order to describe a picture depicting plural in either 

indefinite or definite form. To accomplish this, the child is shown two pictures of which the 

first one depicts the sentence provided by the examiner and the second one corresponds to the 

sentence the child is asked to complete. The first type of item demands the production of an 

inflection in plural indefinite form. Thereby the examiner provides a sentence “the turtle plays 

with a cat” and then introduces the sentence “the turtle plays with three…” giving enough 

contextual markers to expect the answer “cats”. In the case of items in which the child was 

expected to produce an inflection in plural definite form, the examiner says a sentence such as 

“the turtle carries the bag” and introduces the sentence “the turtle carries the…” prompting 

the answer “bags”. In this type of item the child also has several contextual clues to draw on, 

both from the pictures and form the definite article which in Norwegian reveals the 

determination of the noun (the = de [bagene]). Figure 7 shows an example pertaining to an 

item with singular and plural indefinite nouns, and Figure 8 includes an example with singular 

and plural definite nouns.  

 

Figure 6 Meta-inflectional verb in past tense 
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Example: 

Examiner: Skilpadden leker med én duss. Skilpadden leker med tre… 

Answer: dusser. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Example: 

Examiner: Skilpadden bærer faven. Skilpadden bærer… 

Answer: favene 

 

As shown in Figures 7 and 8, the syntactical structure of the items involved always- with one 

exception- a sentence with a subject, a verb and a direct object. In this way, the non-word to 

be inflected appeared always positioned at the end of the sentence.  

Figure 7 Meta-inflectional noun in indefinite plural 

Figure 8 Meta-inflectional noun in definite plural 
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3.4.3 Criteria for Adjective Items 

The meta-inflectional awareness task comprises of 14 adjective items consisting of the 

same non-words used in the epi-inflectional awareness task. Similarly, in this task the child is 

asked to compare two pictures from which the second picture corresponds to the sentence in 

which the child is expected to produce an inflection. As performed with the previous two item 

categories, the examiner provides the first sentence and then introduces the beginning of the 

second sentence giving the child the chance to answer with the inflected non-word. 

The adjective items call for the comparison between an adjective together with singular 

and plural indefinite nouns, and the adjectives with singular and plural definite nouns. The 

first type of comparison in definite form comprises sentences such as “the turtle wears the 

new shoes” and “the turtle wears the… (new shoe)” (see Figure 9). The second type of 

comparison concerns indefinite adjectives such as “the turtle draws a big car” and “the turtle 

draws… (big cars)” (see Figure 10).  

 

                         Figure 9 Meta-inflectional adjective in definite singular 

 

Example: 

Examiner: Skilpadden har på seg de pime skoene. Skilpadden har på seg den… 

Answer: pime skoen 

 

An important remark is that for adjective items is necessary that the child produces the 

correct inflection on the non-word as well as on its respective noun. This is especially 

important in the case of the comparison between adjective with singular and plural definite 
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nouns where the adjectives get the suffix -e in both forms (e.g “de pime” and “den pime”).  In 

doing so, it is important to encourage the child to produce the non-word and the following 

noun in order to confirm whether the child was fully aware of the inflection and not just 

repeated the first sentence.  For instance, an answer such as “den… pime skoene” will suggest 

the child is ignoring the determiner “den” that refers to the singular definite noun by using the 

suffix –ene at the same time. This could also indicate that the child is not drawing enough 

semantical cues from the depiction. For this reason, the answers were taken as correct only 

when both words were produced correctly (e.g. dråle biler, as in Figure 10). 

 

 

                                                Figure 10 Meta-inflectional adjective in indefinite plural 

 

Example: 

Examiner: Skilpadden tegner en drål bil. Skilpadden tegner… 

Answer: dråle biler 

 

3.4.4 Instructions and Administration of the Meta-inflectional 

Awareness Production Task 

For the introduction of this task the examiner mentions that they will continue to see 

different pictures in which the turtles do different things, but that this time the examiner will 

describe the first picture and the child the second one. Additionally, the examiner says that 

they will continue to use the turtle’s special language to describe the pictures in the exact 

same way they puppets did in the first task. The examiner uses one example containing a verb 

item to explain the task and corrects the child if needed. Before starting the task the examiner 

makes sure that the child understands the activity and goes on to administer the test items. 

The examiner is allowed to repeat each item only once if the child asks for it. The scoring 
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method is 1 for correct and 0 for incorrect. To decrease scoring errors, examiners were 

instructed to write the child’s exact answer and to score the items afterwards. 

 

3.5 Description of the Meta-derivational Awareness 

Production Task  

The second production task of meta-awareness assesses children’s ability to produce 

derivations in verbs, nouns, and adjectives. In this regard, a derivation is conceived as the 

result of adding either a prefix or suffix to a stem word in order to produce another word. As 

performed by Diamanti et al. (2018), the meta-derivational awareness production task 

included only derivations of words as the product of suffixation. In addition, the pictures 

utilised in their study were also provided for this task. For each picture, two sentences were 

made in which the first sentence included a target word functioning as a stem word and a 

second sentence which was syntactically modified so that the stem word required a 

suffixation in order to suit appropriately. In English, this could be equivalent to say that 

“Marie loves to read” and “Marie loves reading”, in which “read” works as the stem word 

and “reading” classifies as its derivation. In a similar manner, the sentences in this task were 

kept as short and simple as possible; especially the second sentence in which the derived word 

always appeared in the last position. During the administration of the task, the examiner reads 

the first sentence whilst presenting the corresponding picture and then introduces the second 

sentence in which the child is expected to produce the derivation.  

In respect of morphological derivations, these seem to have in common that the 

derived word often changes the linguistic category from which it originated. For instance, the 

Norwegian verb “lese” (read) turns into the noun “lesing” (reading) when it is followed by the 

suffix –ing. This type of derivation is productive in the sense that by following the same logic, 

almost any verb can be turned into a noun (e.g. trene/trening, vaske/vasking, or løpe/løping). 

In a similar manner, other types of derivational suffixes seem to have a similar productivity in 

the sense that the speaker often can intentionally produce a word of a certain word class (e.g. 

adjective) by using one type of derivational suffix, albeit some derivations are subject to 

exceptions. This knowledge, however, is useful because the speaker can form new words by 

both generalising the use of derivational suffixes and applying it to new words. 

In Norwegian, morphological derivations can be classified by suffix and by the word 

class each derivational suffix produces. In this task 10 types of derivational suffixes were 

employed. Table 6 shows an example pertaining to each suffix, however, it is important to 
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notice that this is a classification based only on the target words used for this test; other 

possible derivations will not be mentioned. In the table below you may see that the suffix –ete 

can produce both a noun from a verb and an adjective from a noun. On the other hand, the 

suffix –som is more consistent given that this suffix only produces adjectives. Thus, a 

conscious manipulation of the stem word is needed in order to adapt it to a new syntactical 

context by derivational suffixation.  

 

Table 6 Derivational suffixes 

Norwegian suffix Verb Noun Adjective 

-ing Skrive   Skriving  

-else Bevege  Bevegelse  

-ete Skumme  Skummete  

-ete  Hår  Hårete 

-som Glemme   Glemsom 

-sjon Konsentrere  Konsentrasjon  

-lig Hygge   Hyggelig 

Norwegian suffix Noun Adjective Noun 

-lig Ansvar  Ansvarlig  

-het  Dyktig  Dyktighet 

-het  Ny   Nyhet 

-sel  Redd  Redsel 

-eri Parfyme   Parfymeri 

-de  Høy  Høyde 

 

An important distinctive property of this task is that it includes sentences with both 

real words and non-words as stem words. The meta-derivational production task includes 31 

items with real words and 7 items involving derivations in non-words. In both cases, the 

target words, received the derivational suffixes mentioned above. The full version of the 

meta-derivation awareness task is available in Appendix A Morphological Awareness Test-

First Version. Subsequently, Figure 11 and Figure 12 demonstrate two examples comprising 

the suffixes –ete and –ing in real words. First, the examiner presents a sentence which 

translates to “Maria writes in the class” and then says “Maria has a class of…)”. In this 

sentence the expected derivation is “writing” (see Figure 11).  In Figure 12 the examiner says 

“Lukas has a jumper with stripes” and “Lukas has a jumper that is…”, and as a result giving 
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the child the opportunity to produce the derivation “stripy”. The previous examples are 

adapted translations of the items in Norwegian and therefore may not be completely 

syntactically correct in English. However, these are presented in this way to illustrate the 

syntactical structure used by using an approximated literal translation.  

 

.  

                Figure 11 Meta-derivational item with suffix -ing 

Example: 

Examiner: Maria skriver i timen. Maria har en time med… 

Answer: skriving 

 
 

Furthermore, in order to adapt the non-words used for this task, each stem word was 

replaced with a non-word with the same syllabic structure and with phonetical features of the 

Norwegian language. The derivational suffixes were kept unaltered with the purpose of 

creating a non-word with a real derivational suffix. For instance, the Norwegian stem word 

“tulle” was replaced with the non-word “døsse” which matches in terms of syllabic structure 

and is compatible with Norwegian phonetics. This word was used as a verb as in “døsser” (-

er) and as derivation in “døssete” (-ete) functioning as an adjective. Consistent with this, the 

rest of the non-words were adapted in accordance to the syntactical clues in every picture, and 

hence establishing the function of both the stem word and the derivation in each sentence. 

Table 7 shows some examples of non-words serving as stem words together with their 

respective derivations. 
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Figure 12 Meta-derivational noun with suffix -ete 

Example: 

Examiner: Lukas har en genser med striper. Lukas har en genser som er… 

Answer: stripete 

 
 

Table 7 Derivational suffixes in non-words 

Real word      Initial 

Word Class 

Non-

word  

Derivational 

Suffix 

Non-word 

Derivation 

Resulting 

Word Class  

Prater (talk) Verb Krøder + som Krødsom Adjective 

Fniser (giggle) Verb Knater + ete Knatete Adjective 

Modig (bold) Adjective Pådig + het Pådighet Noun 

 

Lastly, Figure 13 depicts how the non-word “krøde” (talk) was used in the sentence “Svenn 

likes to talk a lot” and “Svenn is very… (talkative)”.  
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Example: 

Examiner: Svenn liker å krøde mye. Svenn er veldig… 

Answer: krødsom 

 
 
 

3.5.1 Instructions and Administration for the Meta-derivational 

awareness Production Task 

For the introduction of this task the examiner says that they will look at some pictures 

together in which the examiner will say what each picture depicts. Later, the examiner starts a 

second sentence and asks the child to complete the sentence with only one word. During the 

presentation of the examples the examiner is asked to stress the target word when reading the 

first sentence. Thereafter, the examiner either acknowledges the child’s answer or corrects it 

accordingly. To illustrate this activity, the examiner presents two examples containing 

derivational suffixes and one with a decomposition; all of them with its corresponding picture. 

After completing the 30
th

 item, the examiner says that they will continue looking at pictures 

but that this time they will use the turtles’ special language used in the previous tasks. The 

examiner emphasises that child needs to complete the second sentence using the special 

language. The items are score as correct only if the child produces the exact derivation stated 

in the protocol throughout the whole task. An incorrect answer will result from wrong 

derivation or changes in the stem word.   

 

 

 

 

Figure 13 Meta-derivational item with suffix -som 
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3.6 Validation of the MA-test First Pilot Study 

 

Participants 

For the validation of the first version of the morphological awareness test, the test was 

assessed in a sample of 25 five-year-old children (14=boys 11= girls) from a kindergarten in 

West Oslo area in Norway. The kindergarten collected parental consent from children who 

did not show signs of having language difficulties and who had Norwegian as first language. 

The scope of the test is extensive, for that reason each participant completed the whole test in 

curse of three sessions in which each task was assessed in one individual session to avoid 

errors due to tiredness or distraction. Each session took place in quiet classroom in the 

facilities of the kindergarten. As a reward, each participant received a diploma with their 

name on as well as stickers for each completed task. 

Results  

Initially, I performed a statistical analysis carried out with R version 3.4.4 (R Core Team, 

2014). Initially, the items with a proportion of correctness below 10% and above 90% were 

excluded. For both the epi-inflectional task and meta-derivational task, items with correlations 

below 0.20 were excluded. As for the meta-inflectional task, whose items had higher 

correlations, a correlation of < 0.40 was used as exclusion criteria. However, eliminating low-

correlated items implied taking into consideration that the epi-inflectional task and the meta-

inflectional task share the same items. Therefore, only the items that have acceptable 

correlations in both tasks were included. The only exception was the inclusion of item 14 

(småger/smågde) because it had a correlation slightly below the established threshold in meta-

inflectional task (cor. [0.37]), and acceptable correlation in the epi-inflectional task (see, 

Table 16). Appendix 1 Item Properties First Version shows the individual items properties of 

the accepted items after the statistical analysis of the three tasks. In the next section I will 

outline in detail the amendments made to the test after the first pilot study and present this as 

the second version of the test. 
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3.7 The Morphological Awareness Test- 2
nd

 Version 

After the first pilot study, each task was subject to different changes such as: a reduction 

in the amount of items; modifications to improve the correspondence between semantical and 

depictive features of the items; reordering the items in terms of difficulty level; as well as the 

inclusion of more examples. To provide a more structured description of the amendments 

made, the epi-inflectional awareness judgement task and the meta-inflectional awareness 

production task will be discussed in the same section due to both tasks share the same item 

properties, and the amendments were equal for both tasks. Moreover, the amendments 

concerning the meta-derivational awareness production task will be discussed in a separate 

section. In the end, as a part of the second pilot study, which will be discussed later, a task 

concerning awareness of compound words was included. The objective was to assess if 

children’s performance in this task also could be a contributor to the morphological awareness 

construct. The description and results about the performance in this task will be presented at 

the end of this section. 

 

3.7.1 Second Version of the Epi-inflectional Awareness Judgment 

Task & the Meta-inflectional Awareness Production task.  

 

One of most meaningful changes in both tasks was the reduction in the amount of items 

decreasing from 43 to 30 items. In doing so, the statistical analysis determined the exclusion 

of 8 verb items, 5 noun items, and 5 adjective items by reason of low correlation. Therefore, 7 

new items were created giving as a result a total of 14 verb items, 11 noun items, and 7 

adjective items. Another important change concerned the order of the items. The proportion of 

correct responses suggested that verb items seemed to be more difficult than the other two 

item types. To account for this, the items were rearranged assessing noun items first, then 

adjective items, and finally verb items. The second version of the morphological awareness 

test is in Appendix B Morphological Awareness Test- Second Version. 

 

Instructions  

During the administration of the first pilot study, several important issues were observed. 

First, it seemed like the tasks remained unclear for some children until after several items had 

been administered. Therefore, three more items were included as examples for both tasks, 
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each of which exemplified one of the word classes with the intention of increasing the 

possibility to understand the task before the actual examination. The examples included one 

noun-item, one adjective-item, and two verb-items. In total, four items were utilised, of which 

two noun-items with acceptable correlations were selected from the remaining items after the 

first statistical analysis (følse [0.35] and dusser [0.53] in epi-task, and følse [0.62] and dusser 

[0.64] in meta-task, see Table 16 & Table 17), and one additional verb-item was created 

(vukker). In the following example, the examiner presents two sentences in which the correct 

answer corresponds to a picture depicting an inflection in simple present. Figure 14 shows the 

additional item created as an example in which the examiner says “yesterday the turtle built a 

house” and “now the turtle builds a house”. The example below was used for the both epi-

inflectional task and meta-inflectional task, and adapted according to the structure of each 

task.   

 

 

Figure 14 Epi-inflectional verb in past tense (example item) 

Example: 

1
st
 puppet: I går vukket skilpadden et hus 

2
nd

 puppet: Nå vukker skilpadden et hus 

 

Noun Items 

The noun items were subject to minor modifications resulting only in five items being 

removed. Out of these five items, four were removed because of low correlation (atmen, drål, 

vumen, and plået) and one was excluded for exciding the amount of required noun items for 

this task (jiglen). During the selection of the noun items, the selection concerned items with 

regular inflections given that some nouns have letter exchanges when inflected in plural (e.g. 

bok-bøker). Therefore, to test out the assumption that this kind of items could impose more 

strains to the task, one noun item in neuter form with an irregular inflection was included as a 
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non-word (plået) in the first version. The result was an item with very low correlation in the 

epi-task (cor. 0.17). In the meta-production task, this item was highly correlated (cor. 0.75 see 

Table 17). However, a qualitative analysis of the answers showed that children opted for a 

regular inflection as correct answer (plåene), rather than the hypothesised irregular inflection 

(plærne). Thus, this item was excluded. On the contrary, the neuter noun (åmtet/åmtene), 

which has a regular inflection, was positively correlated in both tasks. In sum, this task kept 

masculine nouns and one neutral noun in both plural and singular form, and definite and 

indefinite form yielding a number of 10 noun items in total.  

 

Adjective Items 

From the adjective items, five of them were excluded caused low correlation (pime, 

rabe, klist, knaie, bamt). The remaining amount of items sufficed the purposes of this task 

resulting in any further changes. This task kept 7 adjective-items with nouns in both singular 

and plural form, and indefinite and definite form. 

 

  Verb Items 

In the analysis of verb-items, a total of 8 items were excluded due to negative and low 

correlations. To measure up for the items removed, 6 new verb items were created (heper, 

tøpper, såmerer, jygger, darer, and jynker), in addition to the verb-item 14 (småger) 

previously mentioned in section 3.6. In the first version of the meta-inflectional awareness 

task, the word to be inflected had a fixed position; always appearing in the second sentence. 

This means that examiner presented the target word in simple present first and the child was 

asked to produce the inflection in simple past in the word appearing in the second sentence- 

both in the epi- and meta-inflectional task. The analysis showed, however, that children had 

better results in the production task than in the judgment task. One assumption was that 

children may have noticed a pattern in the structure of the answers and may have benefited 

from this. To ensure that the answers were a result of conscious manipulation and not merely 

chance, the order of the sentences were interchanged randomly. This means that children 

needed to produce both inflections in simple present and in simple past in arbitrary order. The 

intention was to have less predictable pattern for the correct answers by having the corrected 

answers in alternated and not fixed position as before.  

Furthermore, a thing in question was to which extent the pictures sufficed to depict 

past tense. To improve the content validity of the 6 new items with regard to semantical and 

depictive features, the new items concerned actions exerted upon physical objects with the 
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idea that changes in the object may depict better tense changes than changes made upon 

abstract things such as actions (e.g. he read). For instance, the sentences “the turtle bakes and 

turtle baked” can be harder to depict than “the turtle bakes a cake and the turtle baked a cake”, 

in which the changes effected on the object (i.e. the cake) can give a clue of the appropriate 

tense. Figure 15 shows this example, which was created for both tasks in the second version 

of the test.  

 

Figure 15 Epi-inflectional verb item in simple present 

Example: 

1
st
 puppet: Nå heper skilpadden en kake 

2
nd

 puppet: I går hepte skilpadden en kake 

 

 Figure 16 shows an item in which the child is expected to produce an inflection in 

simple present with the intention to create a less predictable answer pattern. In this item the 

examiner says “yesterday the turtle listened to music” and then says «now the turtle…”, 

prompting in that way the answer “listens to music”.  
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Figure 16 Meta-inflectional verb item in simple present 

 

Example: 

Examiner: I går darte skilpadden på musikk. Nå… 

Answer: darer skilpadden på musikk 

 

 

3.7.2 Second Version of the Meta-derivational Awareness Production 

Task 

After the first pilot study, the meta-derivational awareness production task was subject to 

a statistical analysis that led to the exclusion of 21 items, from which 17 of them showed no 

variance, 2 were negatively correlated, and 2 had low correlation. This resulted in the 

retention of only 13 items with real words and 4 items with non-words (see, Table 18 in 

Appendix 1 Item Properties First Version). Consequently, to come up to the desired amount 

of items, 17 additional items were created, some of them based on the same pictures used in 

the first pilot study and some other completely new. In doing so, only the derivational suffixes 

of the existing words were taken into consideration, with the inclusion of suffix –ende that is 

normally used to derive an adjective (or an adverb) form a verb. The second version of this 

task entailed 7 derivational suffixes as opposed to the previous version that included 10 

different suffixes. Another significant change involves the items with the suffix –ing in which 

the child is both expected to produce a derivation through suffixation in some items, and a 

decomposition of a derived word by removing the suffix to adapt the word to the syntactical 

context (as used by, Carlisle, 2000). Table 8 shows an example pertaining to each derivational 

suffix included in the second version of this task.  
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Figure 17 shoes an example with the suffix –ende in which the examiner says “the 

weather shifts a lot” and “the weather is very… (shifty)”. Moreover, in Figure 18 there is an 

example of a decomposition in which the child needs to remove the suffix in order to adapt 

the word to the new syntactical context. This item will translate to “the boy loves reading” 

and “the boy likes to…(read)”.  

 

Table 8 Derivational suffixes- Second version 

Norwegian suffix Verb Noun Adjective 

-ing tegne   tegning  

-else føle  følelse  

-ete fleipe  fleipete  

-ete  Stripe  Stripete 

-som hjelpe   hjelpsom 

- lig kose   koselig 

-lig  lykke lykkelig 

-ende skifte  skiftende 

Decomposition  kreativitet kreativ 

Norwegian suffix Adjective Noun Verb 

-de høy høyde  

Decomposition  lesing lese 

 

 

Instructions 

To ensure that the instructions of this task reflected the amendments done, four examples 

were utilised as oppose to three in the previous version. In doing so, the examples included 

different derivational suffixes from those included in the task (-ing, -ende) as well as an 

example of a decomposition (svømming-svømme).   
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Figure 17 Meta-derivational item with suffix -ende 

 

Example: 

Examiner: Været skifter veldig ofte. Været er veldig… 

Answer: skiftende. 

 

 

 

Figure 18 Meta-derivational item with a conversion 

 

Example: 

Examiner: Gutten er glad i lesing. Gutten liker å… 

Answer: lese. 
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3.7.3 Compound Word Awareness Task 

Compounding words functions as a way of forming new words in which two or more words 

contribute to the meaning of one word. In English, some compound words appear separately 

as in “traffic light” which stands for one object even though two words are used. Some other 

words can appear as one as in the words “butterfly” which consists of the words “butter” and 

“fly”. Compound words can also be hyphenated with the intention to clarify that they have a 

combined meaning such as “sugar-free”, “power-driven” or “bad-tempered”. In other cases, 

compound words can either appear hyphenated or as single word such as in “aircrew” and 

“air-crew”. In Norwegian, however, compound words always appear attached making this the 

rule with no exceptions. As a result, the following task aimed to measure children’s ability to 

identify two words inherent in a compound word. In doing so, children were asked to listen to 

a compound word consisting of two words and state the two words individually without 

picture support. Previous to the administration of the task, the examiner explained that a long 

word will be read out loud and that each word consisted of two short words. Thereafter, the 

examiner asks the children to listen to the long word carefully and says the two short words. 

The examiner then introduces the task by presenting the word “leketøy” and says that this 

word is composed of the short words “leke” and “tøy”. After explaining the example, the 

examiner asks the child to do similarly with the rest of the words (39 in total). In Table 9, you 

may see some examples of the compound words used for this test. For a full description of the 

task, see  Appendix C Compound Word Awareness Task. 

 

Table 9 Compound Words 

Item Compound word Answer 

1 Blålys Blå & lys 

16 lærerskole Lærer & skole 

32 Skolisse Sko & lisse 
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3.8 Validation of the MA-test- Second Pilot Study 

Participants 

For the validation of the second version of the morphological awareness test, the test was 

assessed in a sample of 12 five-year-old children (6 = boys, 6 = girls) in a kindergarten in 

West Oslo area. The assessment consisted of a session of approximately 30 minutes per child 

in a quiet room in the facilities of the kindergarten. In the same manner as in the first pilot 

study, the kindergarten collected parental consent regarding 12 children who had Norwegian 

as first language and who did not exhibit any form for language difficulties.  

Results 

In the validation process, all the items were subject to a statistical analysis whereby 

correlations among items and proportion of correct responses were examined with R version 

3.4.4. (R Core Team, 2014). At first, the items with correct responses below 10% and over 90 % 

were excluded. This resulted in 20 times scoring below the 10 % threshold (1 meta-

inflectional item and 19 meta-derivational items), and 11 items above the 90 % threshold (5 

epi-inflectional items and 6 meta-inflectional items). Second, items with a correlation below 

0.20 were also excluded resulting in the exclusion of 1 epi-inflectional item, with the 

exception of item 20 (further details in section 3.9.1). Moreover, 8 items were excluded 

because these did not share acceptable correlations in both epi-inflectional and meta-

inflectional task resulting in uneven number of items in both tasks. For the meta-derivation 

task, 11 items were kept after the analysis. In Appendix 2 Item Properties Second Version , the 

item properties of the items kept in each task after the statistical analysis are presented 

separately. In the next section I will explain the procedure to match the number of items in the 

epi- and meta-inflectional task.  

 

3.9 The Morphological Awareness Test- Final Version 

  Appendix D Morphological Awareness Test- Final Version shows the final version of 

each task and the corresponding pictures for each task are available in Appendix E Pictures of 

the Morphological Awareness Test - Final Version. For the epi-inflectional awareness 

judgement task and meta-inflectional awareness production task, 16 items were used in each 

task, whereas for the meta-derivational awareness production task, 14 items were selected. 

What follows is a description of the final item-selection process and a description of the 

additional adjustments made such as the inclusion of guidelines for scoring and administration 

of test.   
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3.9.1 Final Version of the Epi-inflectional Awareness Judgment Task 

and Meta-inflectional Awareness Production Task 

The epi-inflectional awareness judgment task and the meta-inflectional awareness 

production task consist of 16 items from which 6 are nouns (item 1-6), 5 are adjectives (item 

7-11), and 5 are verbs (item 12-16). Additionally, the task included four examples: one noun-

item, one adjective-item, and two verb-items. Selecting the items for both tasks involve 

several steps. First, item 2 (prå/pråene) was excluded from both tasks due to exceeding the 

required amount of noun-items. On the other hand, all the adjective-items were kept given 

that these sufficed the needed number of items and all had acceptable correlations in both 

tasks. However, selecting verb-items required further analysis because the statistical analysis 

yielded only two verb-items in the epi-inflectional task as opposed to four in the metal-

inflectional task, of which only three have acceptable correlations in the meta-inflectional task. 

As shown in Table 19, item 20 (terdrer), 22 (pyrte) and 23 (såmerte) are not included in the 

item properties of the epi-task due to low correlation. Items 20 and 22 were however included 

based on their acceptable correlations in the first pilot study with 25 participants (shown as 

item 08 and 11 in Table 16). Moreover, Item 20 (terdrer) in the meta-inflectional task lies 

below the 0.20 correlation threshold established in the second analysis, but it was however 

incorporated due to acceptable correlation in the first analysis (shown as item 08 in Table 17). 

Lastly, item 23 (såmerte), which was created specifically for the second version, has also been 

retained due to its acceptable correlation in the meta-inflectional task (see, Table 20), despite 

the low correlation in the epi-inflectional task. The first reason regards the sample size of the 

second pilot study which is not big enough to evaluate the behavior of a new item. The second 

concerns that this item (såmerer) shares the word structure of the verbs that Ragnarsdóttir et al. 

(1999) consider the most productive one among Norwegian verbs ( verbs with stem ending –

ere which are always inflected with suffix -te). Thus, it seemed appropriate to include this 

item in the final version of the MA-test. The instructions for the final version for both tasks 

remained the same as in the previous version.  

3.9.2 Final Version of the Meta-derivational Awareness Production 

Task 

After the second analysis, the meta-derivational awareness production task resulted in 

a total of 11 items- all of them including real words (see Table 21). As you may notice, the 

items including non-words were excluded from the final version and this is mainly in order to 

keep consistency in task by including only derivations in real words. The first analysis shows 
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that the non-words had proportion of correct responses between 24 % and 35 % and 

correlations between 0.55 and 0.76 (see Table 18). The sample size in the second pilot study 

may have restricted our ability to explore them given that these four items ended up below the 

10 % threshold of correct responses. However, the fact the some children managed to apply 

their morphological awareness to produce derivations in non-words, may be a valuable 

finding worth of further analysis. Moreover, to increase the amount of items to 14, three more 

items were retained. Item 9 (følelse) was selected based on the first analysis which yielded 

higher results (shown as item 24 in Table 18). To balance the types of derivational suffixes in 

this task, item 19 and item 20 with the suffix –ende were included. Both items, were 

positively correlated, but were too difficult for the children. Thus, these were included to 

counterbalance the easier items. To conclude, the instructions for this task were the same as 

those in the previous version, in which the examiner presents a picture along with a sentence. 

After introducing the beginning of the second sentence, the examiner asks the child to 

complete it with only one word.  

 

3.9.3  Scoring  and Administration Guidelines for the Morphological 

Awareness Test 

 

The final version for morphological awareness test was supplemented with two manuals 

with the purpose of norming the administration of the test as much as possible. The former 

manual concerned guidelines for the examiners regarding the pronunciation of the non-words. 

The manual included a description of how each word must be pronounced by means of 

comparing the non-word to a real word with similar phonological properties- both for the epi-

inflectional and the meta-inflectional task. The latter manual includes a description of the 

different possible correct answers allowed for the meta-inflectional awareness production task. 

As mentioned in section Criteria for Verb Items 3.3.1, Norwegian verbs can have different 

suffixes when inflected in past tense. For this reason, different inflectional suffixes were 

included as possible answers, regardless of which suffix is more suitable to the structure of 

the stem word. Some stem words are restricted to one type of inflectional suffix in past tense, 

whereas others have several alternative inflections (Ragnarsdóttir et al., 1999). However, the 

intention of the meta-inflectional task is to measure the ability to apply inflectional suffixes in 

words based on semantical and syntactical cues, rather than on stem-word structure.  
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Table 10 includes some examples of how non-words were described and compared to real 

Norwegian words. As a general instruction, the examiners were asked to respect the 

guidelines for the pronunciation of the non-words and to avoid using different phonetical 

properties pertaining to other dialects other that the one used in Oslo area. For a complete 

description of the guidelines for pronunciation of non-word, see Appendix F Guidelines for 

the Pronunciation of Non-words. 

 

Table 10 Guidelines for the Pronunciation of Non-words 

Item Non-word Pronunciation 

1 Duss Pronounces with “u” and with stress as in the word “tuss” 

2 Føls Stressed as in the word “løs” 

3 Vukker Pronounces with “u” with stress as in the word “vugger” 

4 Gjummer Pronounces with “o” with stress as in the word “gjemmer” 

  

Furthermore, Table 11 shows a description of the answers that are permitted in meta-

inflectional task especially because adjective-items and verb-items can evoke different correct 

answers. As previously discussed in section 3.3.3 Criteria for Adjective items, the meta-

inflectional awareness production task requires that the child produces the correct inflection in 

the non-word as well as the corresponding proper inflection in the noun. In addition, quantity 

determiners such as “many” or “several” may also be suitable elements of correct answers. 

Therefore, different possible answers had been stated as correct answers. With regard to verb-

items, several inflectional suffixes were provided as possible correct answers as well. The 

guidelines state that phonological alterations of the non-word are also permitted as long as the 

suffix in the word is correct. This means that if the child omits or exchanges sounds in the 

stem of the word but includes the correct inflection, the answer is considered as correct (e.g. 

trine instead of prine). Each examiner needs therefore to use their own judgment to determine 

the correctness of the answers since the possible phonological alterations are not included in 

the guidelines. However, this is indicated as a part of the general instructions in the manual 

and in the protocol of the corresponding tasks. For the entire description of the guidelines for 

scoring of the meta-inflectional awareness production task, see Appendix G Guidelines of 

Scoring and Administration. 
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Table 11  Guidelines for Scoring the Meta-inflectional Awareness Production Task  

Item Non-word Accepted answers 

1 Ådene Åden 

2 Prosse Prosse sklia/ prosse sklien 

3 Prine Prine sitroner/ fem prine sitroner/flere prine sitroner 

4 Pyrer Pyrte/pyret/pyra 

 

3.9.4  Results of the Compound Word  Awareness Task 

The second analysis showed that the compound word task was too easy for the participants 

since all of them performed at celling-level. For this reason the task was removed from the 

final version of the morphological awareness test.  
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4 Results 
For the final validation of the Morphological Awareness test, data from 246 five-year-old 

preschoolers with an approximate distribution of girls and boys was collected. All the 

participants were children with Norwegian as a first language, without any diagnosed 

developmental delay or language deficit. The results were carried out with R version 3.4.4 (R 

Core Team, 2014) in the computer program RStudio version 1.1.419. 

4.1 Individual Item Properties 

The next three tables show the individual item properties of each task. Initially, a 

statistical analysis of the item properties of the epi-inflectional task showed that the item 12 

(pyrte) had a low correlation (item whole correlation = 0.04) and was removed from this and 

further analyses. Table 12 shows therefore the results of the correlation analysis performed 

after removing item 12. For the other two tasks, the item properties are based on all their 

items and the results are shown in Tables 14 and 15. 

 

 

Table 12  Item properties  Epi-inflectional Morphological Awareness Judgement Task 
1,2

 

Item Non-word 

 

Proportion 

correct 

Item whole 

correlation
3 

M SD 

01 ådene 0.70 0.31 0.70 0.46 

02 jægene 0.62 0.39 0.62 0.49 

03 faven 0.58 0.29 0.58 0.49 

04 væsp 0.89 0.29 0.89 0.31 

05 åmtene 0.57 0.12 0.57 0.50 

06 kebelen 0.83 0.28 0.83 0.37 

07 prosse 0.78 0.49 0.78 0.41 

08 prine 0.50 0.10 0.50 0.50 

09 kræs 0.85 0.32 0.85 0.35 

10 fleie 0.65 0.21 0.65 0.48 

11 kvyre 0.82 0.31 0.82 0.38 

13 såmerer 0.82 0.42 0.82 0.38 

14 terdrer 0.74 0.42 0.74 0.44 

15 gudder 0.73 0.39 0.73 0.44 

16 kræser 0.74 0.48 0.74 0.44 
1 
The properties in the present table are calculated after removing item 12. 

2 
Sample size = 246 participants 

3
Item whole correlation corrected for item overlap and scale reliability as calculated by the  

Package psych version 1.7.8  Index in R: the R Project for Statistical Computing 

 

 

 

http://127.0.0.1:37017/help/library/psych/html/00Index.html
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Table 13 Item Properties the Meta-inflectional Awareness Production Task 
1
 

Item Non-word 

 

Proportion 

correct 

Item whole 

correlation
2 

M SD 

01 åden 0.34 0.61 0.34 0.47 

02 jægene 0.33 0.48 0.33 0.47 

03 faven 0.32 0.56 0.32 0.47 

04 væsper 0.61 0.33 0.61 0.49 

05 åmtene 0.15 0.45 0.15 0.36 

06 keblene 0.34 0.52 0.34 0.47 

07 prosse 0.61 0.48 0.61 0.49 

08 prine 0.35 0.58 0.35 0.48 

09 kræse 0.50 0.60 0.50 0.50 

10 fleie 0.51 0.58 0.51 0.50 

11 kvyre 0.54 0.59 0.54 0.50 

12 pyrte 0.57 0.43 0.57 0.50 

13 såmerte 0.46 0.38 0.46 0.50 

14 terdrer 0.39 0.40 0.39 0.49 

15 guddet 0.56 0.39 0.56 0.50 

16 kræser 0.46 0.39 0.46 0.50 
1 
Sample size = 246 participants 

2
Item whole correlation corrected for item overlap and scale reliability as calculated by the  

Package psych version 1.7.8  Index in R: the R Project for Statistical Computing 

 

Table 14  Item Properties  Meta-derivational Awareness Production Task
1
 

Item Word 

 

Proportion 

correct 

Item whole 

correlation
2 

M SD 

01 hårete 0.33 0.25 0.33 0.47 

02 trening 0.17 0.30 0.17 0.38 

03 skummete 0.40 0.58 0.40 0.49 

04 skriving 0.29 0.50 0.29 0.45 

05 stripete 0.60 0.50 0.60 0.49 

06 bevegelse 0.04 0.17 0.04 0.21 

07 følelse 0.39 0.11 0.39 0.49 

08 trøstende 0.01 0.20 0.01 0.11 

09 lese 0.92 0.24 0.92 0.27 

10 maling 0.72 0.25 0.72 0.45 

11 slitsomt 0.51 0.20 0.51 0.50 

12 duftende 0.03 0.35 0.03 0.18 

13 flyvende 0.12 0.30 0.12 0.33 

14 fleipete 0.15 0.55 0.15 0.36 
1 
Sample size = 246 participants 

2
Item whole correlation corrected for item overlap and scale reliability as calculated by the  

Package psych version 1.7.8  Index in R: the R Project for Statistical Computing 

http://127.0.0.1:37017/help/library/psych/html/00Index.html
http://127.0.0.1:37017/help/library/psych/html/00Index.html
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Furthermore, the proportions of correct responses for each participant in each task were 

calculated and the sums were then averaged. The mean of correct responses for the epi-

inflectional task (15 items [item 12 excluded]) is M= 10.83, for meta-inflectional task (16 

items) M= 7.02, and for meta-derivational task (14 items) is M= 4.70. Children performed 

best at the epi-inflectional awareness judgment task followed by their performance on the 

meta-inflectional task, and lastly their performance on the meta-derivational task. 

 

4.2 Reliability Analysis 

A reliability analysis was thereafter performed to examine whether each item and each 

task were good measures of the hypothesised latent variable “morphological awareness”. For 

this, I have used the Omega function of the package Psych in R: the R project for Statistical 

computing (R Core Team, 2014), which calculates an estimate of the general factor saturation 

of a test indicating if all the facets in a domain (i.e. the three tasks) are related, at least to some 

extent, to a single latent variable that is common for all the items in that domain (i.e. 

morphological awareness construct) (Revelle & Zinbarg, 2009). The omega function does 

also an exploratory factory analysis which informally examines how much each item 

contributed to one common general factor and groups the items in three factors according to 

their behaviour. Additionally, it provides an estimate of the total reliability of the test in both 

Cronbach’s alpha (α) and  Revelle’s omega total-correlation coefficient (ωt ) which is 

conceived as a more precise measure of reliability (Revelle & Zinbarg, 2009). Both 

coefficients are regarded as an estimation of internal consistency, especially important when a 

test only has been assessed in one sample.  

The analysis provides Revelle’s omega total-correlation (ωt)  that expresses the proportion 

of test variance due to all common factors (not just a single factor) and indexes the 

generalisability to the general factor (i.e. the morphological awareness construct) from which 

the test items are a representative sample and which may represent more than one latent 

variable (Revelle & Zinbarg, 2009). First, the three tasks with their respective items were 

introduced to examine the internal consistency of the overall test (shown as Morphological 

Awareness Test in Table 15) yielding a high reliability coefficient (ωt = 0.85 & α = 0.84). The 

high reliability coefficient of this test implies a smaller difference between the expected true 

scores and the observed scores when measured with all test items. Additionally, the internal 

consistency was also calculated individually for each task showing low reliability for both the 

epi-inflectional task and and the meta-derivational task ([ωt = 0.64 & α = 0.57] & [ωt = 0.65 & 
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α = 0.61] respectively) and good reliability for the meta-inflectional task (ωt = 0.85 & α = 0.83) 

(see Table 15).  

The analysis also estimates the proportion of test variance due to a general factor meaning 

the precision with which the test’s total scores estimate one latent variable common to all test 

items (Revelle & Zinbarg, 2009). In this study the results showed that 39 % (ωh = 0.48) is the 

explained common variance of morphological awareness construct. This is to say that the 

test’s total score is associated with the one construct and confirms the construct validity at this 

percentage level.  

 

Subsequently, the exploratory factor analysis sets up three different factors (F1, F2 & 

F3) and shows the relation between each item and one or several particular factors.  In Figure 

19, the test items appear centered and are labeled as epiinfl- for epi-inflectional task, metainfl- 

for meta-inflectional task, and metader- for meta-derivational task, followed by their 

respective item number (e.g. epiinfl01). As the figure demonstrates, the items grouped 

according to our proposed domains (epi-inflectional, meta-inflectional & meta-derivational 

morphological awareness), with most of the meta-inflectional items loading to F1, most of the 

meta-derivational items to F2, and most of the epi-inflectional items loading to F3. All the 

items loaded to the general factor (g) shown on the left side, but only those with loadings 

greater than 0.20 are visibly linked with a line (as 0.20 is a default threshold established by 

the function omega).  

 The analysis also revealed loadings between each item and the general factor. The 

items of all three tasks loaded to a single latent variable as shown by the explained variance 

(ωh = 0.48) in the presence of a multidimensional structure apparent by the manner the items 

group into three factors (F1 = 0.44, F2 = 0.20, & F3 = 0.21).  

Table 15  Reliability Analysis of the Morphological Awareness Test
1 

Task α 2 ωt
3 

Epi-inflectional Task 0.57 0.64 

Meta-inflectional Task 0.83 0.85 

Meta-derivational Task 0.61 0.65 

Morphological Awareness Test 0.84 0.85 

1
as calculated with the function omega in the Package psych version 1.7.8 Index in R: the R project for Statistical 

Computing/ 
2
Cronbach’s Alpha / 

3
 Omega Revelle’s total-correlation 

http://127.0.0.1:8327/help/library/psych/html/00Index.html
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The function omega also provides, a residual reliability estimate of the variance that is 

calculated after controlling for the effect of the general factor to give an indication of whether  

it is reasonable to use the individual factors as a measure of the entire construct (Reise, 2012, 

for more details). According to the results, the variance of this task without the effect of the 

general factor is only 24% (ωh = 0.24), which is very limited, indicating that neither of the 

tasks can be used individually as a measurement of the morphological awareness construct. 
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Figure 19 Exploratory Factor Analysis with the Item Loadings of the Morphological Awareness Test1 

 1as calculated with the function omega in the Package psych version 1.7.8 Index in R: the R project for Statistical Computing

http://127.0.0.1:8327/help/library/psych/html/00Index.html
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5 Discussion 
 

In this thesis I have outlined the procedure for constructing a morphological awareness 

test for Norwegian pre-schoolers based on the study conducted by Diamanti et al. (2018). The 

main research question was whether the morphological awareness test constituted an 

acceptable index of the postulated morphological awareness construct in the Norwegian 

language. The reliability analysis and the exploratory factor analysis indicated that the test 

revealed an association to a single construct with a good consistency among test elements. 

The properties of the test design give grounds to expect that this construct is related to what 

has been described to characterise morphological awareness.  

The reliability coefficient obtained in the analysis indicated that the morphological 

awareness test, as a whole, is a reliable instrument. The results evidenced that 39% of the total 

variance of the test is associated with a single construct. Several inferences can be drawn from 

these results. On the one hand, the explained common variance, as an indicator of 

unidimensionality, indicates that the items are related to one construct by 39%. One can 

question what corresponds to the remaining 61% of the variance. Having unexplained 

variance means that there is a proportion of the test’s variance that does not index the same 

construct. However, the high reliability of the test indicated that 85% of the total variance is 

due to factors that are common for either all or subtests of items. As discussed earlier, 

morphological awareness encroaches on other linguistic domains such as semantics, 

phonology, or syntax, therefore performance on the present test may not be just an indication 

of morphological knowledge, but may also tap other linguistic skills that are imperfectly 

correlated with one another, resulting in this proportion of unshared variance. From a test-

impurity perspective it could be said that, the test does not assess just awareness of 

morphemes, but also children’s ability to draw on contextual, phonetic, and semantic aspects 

of each item. 

 Diamanti et al. (2017) showed that morphological awareness measured in preschool made 

the highest unique contribution in word accuracy, pseudoword reading, reading 

comprehension, and spelling outcomes in the first grade. This signifies that a test of this 

nature may be able to capture important elementary linguistic skills necessary for reading 

development. An important attribute of the present test is that the meta-inflectional awareness 

production task had the highest reliability of the three tasks and contributed the most to the 

explained common variance as seen in the contributions made by each factor. This 
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strengthens the predictive value of the test as a whole, considering that (a) production tasks 

are normally better indicators of meta-linguistic awareness (Carlisle, 1995; Diamanti et al., 

2018; Kuo & Anderson, 2006) and (b) inflectional morphology is seen as a good indicator of 

general language skills (Deacon & Kirby, 2004; Kirby et al., 2011). The present results allow 

favourable expectations for future studies to examine morphological awareness as a predictor 

of reading skills of Norwegian children. 

The high reliability of the test as a whole implicated that a large proportion of the test 

elements are highly consistent, this is however not enough to pose that a test measures what is 

intended. An assessment of the validity is necessary before we can claim that the test 

measures the purported construct. With respect to content validity, I have considered two 

levels of linguistic awareness by including judgment and production tasks, with the intention 

of measuring both implicit (epi-linguistic control) and explicit morphological awareness 

(meta-awareness). Additionally, three domains of morphological awareness have been 

included –inflectional, derivational, and compound words- of which inflectional was 

measured with a judgment and production task, and derivational and compound awareness 

with a production task. Later in this section I explicate the reasons for the exclusion of the 

compound awareness task. Further, to minimise demands caused by factors other than 

morphological knowledge, three important criteria have been followed: (a) each target-word 

was part of a sentence, aiming to reducing the abstraction of the task and to provide 

contextual cues for each item; (b) each item had a corresponding picture, as a visual support 

aiming to reduce demands imposed on verbal memory; (c) non-words were used in both of the 

inflectional tasks to reduce the effects of semantic knowledge. This bolsters confidence that 

the present test measures morphological awareness since controlling for such aspects 

minimises the proportion of variance that can be ascribed to extraneous and superficial task 

factors.  

Non-words were used in the inflectional tasks because the relative ease of the inflectional 

domain can make inflectional tasks with real words too easy, given that inflections are simpler 

in structure and have higher frequency, as opposed to the derivational domain, which children 

seem to take a longer time to incorporate; thus using real words seemed more appropriate  for 

testing derivations, so as to avoid imposing additional strains as a result of producing 

derivations in non-words (Diamanti et al., 2018; Diamanti et al., 2014).  

Considering that content validity is a type of validity that is based on theoretical 

considerations, rather than on statistical evidence (Kaplan & Saccuzzo, 1989), based on these 

design features it seems reasonable to suggest that the morphological awareness test for 
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Norwegian pre-schoolers has good content validity. Additionally, the fact that this test is in 

accordance with the design proposed by Diamanti et al. (2018), the  results of which were 

consistence with the existence of a morphological awareness construct, and demonstrated that 

the test was an adequate instrument for the longitudinal prediction of several reading skills 

(Diamanti et al., 2017) reinforces my conviction that this test can be an adequate instrument 

for the measurement of morphological awareness in Norwegian pre-schoolers.   

The results of the present study are in line with evidence provided from other studies. 

Children’s acquisition of inflectional and derivation morphology has been subject to 

discussion. Studies in different orthographies have shown that inflectional morphology is 

acquired first during preschool years (Berko, 1958; Carlisle & Nomanbhoy, 1993; Casalis & 

Louis-Alexandre, 2000; Diamanti et al., 2018; Diamanti et al., 2014; Kuo & Anderson, 2006; 

Mann, 2000; Ragnarsdóttir et al., 1999), followed by the acquisition of derivational 

morphology (Anglin, 1993; Berko, 1958; Diamanti et al., 2018; Duncan et al., 2009; Kuo & 

Anderson, 2006; Mann, 2000). The present results provide preliminary evidence that the 

development of morphological awareness in Norwegian pre-schoolers may follow the same 

developmental path, as the mean performance in both of our inflectional tasks was higher than 

those in the derivational task, at least as measured at this specific point of the pre-schoolers 

development. The current results harmonise also with those of Ragnarsdóttir et al. (1999), 

who showed that Norwegian four-year-olds made functional use of past tense inflectional 

morphology already at the age of 4. In the present study it was found that five-year-old 

Norwegian children could extend some of their knowledge of inflectional morphology to non-

words functioning as verbs in present and past tense, and that they were able to manipulate 

morphological suffixes conveying plurality, gender, and determination in non-words 

functioning as nouns and adjectives. 

Regarding the domain of derivational morphology, the present results are congruous with 

the evidence from previous studies, which have shown that derivational morphology has a 

longer developmental trajectory than inflectional morphology (Anglin, 1993; Casalis & 

Louis-Alexandre, 2000; Duncan et al., 2009). In particular, children in the present study 

performed lower in the derivational than in inflectional tasks. The qualitative analysis of the 

proportion of correct answers in the meta-derivational task demonstrated that Norwegian 

children were better at producing word derivations with the suffixes –ing and –ete than with 

the suffixes –else or –ende. The low proportion of correct answers for derivational suffixes –

else and –ende may indicate that children acquire them later, a hypothesis that can be 

examined in a targeted follow-up study.  Nonetheless, some children managed to produce 
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word derivations with these suffixes, demonstrating that they already have started to 

incorporate such derivational suffixes. An interesting fact was that the children from the first 

pilot study managed to produce derivations in non-words with the suffix –ete and –som as 

well, which are the suffixes children are performed good at with real words. Moreover, 

children’s performance in the meta-derivational task varied form very low to very high, 

depending on the derivational suffix, suggesting that this task suffices to measure meta-

awareness of derivational morphology for five-year-olds and possibly older children. In 

contrast, children’s average performance was over 40% correct in in the epi-inflectional task 

and over 70% in the meta-inflectional task, implying that ceiling performance may be reached 

in these tasks before the meta-derivational task. 

 Earlier in this thesis it has been discussed that the use of compound words is a particular 

characteristic of the Norwegian language, and that explicit training in the morphological 

structure of words has been considered a significant contributor to reading outcomes. Lyster 

(2002)’s intervention study concerned training in the morphological structure of Norwegian 

words, in which pre-schoolers were asked  to explain the meaning of compound words, blend 

two words to make a compound, and analyse what is left of a compound word if one word is 

deleted (among other tasks). I aimed to incorporate a test gauging awareness of compound 

words to maximise the inclusiveness of the morphological awareness construct. To do so, I 

created a task in which children were asked to find the two words in a compound word 

presented orally and without picture support. I found that identifying single words in 

compound words was too easy for Norwegian pre-schoolers. It is important to mention that I 

used compound words composed of two single words that could stand on their own (e.g. 

håndball [hånd & ball]), excluding compound words connected by letters (e & s), which may 

not be as straightforward (e.g. barnevogn [barn & vogn]). Lyster (2002) used tasks demanding 

more conscious manipulation of morphemic units than in the present task, but her tasks were 

not used to measure a morphological awareness construct. She commented that the 

morphological training was focused on children’s attention to semantics, which may have 

contributed to the strong effect on reading comprehension outcomes. It is therefore plausible 

that the simplicity of my task could have caused the ceiling performance of our participants. It 

remains to be seen whether awareness of compound words is necessary to measure the 

morphological awareness construct in the Norwegian language. It is also plausible that a task 

imposing greater demands on conscious manipulation of compound words may be a better 

contributor to the construct. For instance, an adaptation of the morphological structure 

awareness test of McBride–Chang et al. (2005) could be a feasible alternative, given that 
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children are asked to create compound words that are non-lexical (e.g. create moonrise based 

on sunrise) in addition to requiring the judgment of syntactical and semantical elements in 

sentences. Alternatively, the morphemic segmentation and morphemic synthesis tasks of 

Casalis and Louis-Alexandre (2000) in which children are asked to decompose a derived word 

into morphemes (e.g. breakable [break & able]) and merge morphemes into a word, may give 

better measure of children’s sensitivity to morphemic structure. By definition, derivations are 

not regarded as compound words, but decomposing derived words requires higher levels of 

conscious manipulation especially when decomposition concerns phonological alterations in 

the word (e.g. production [produce & tion]). Giving the important role of compound words in 

the Norwegian language, it is advisable to continue to explore the contribution awareness of 

compound words can add to the morphological awareness construct. 

   Finally, it is important to highlight that the present sample of five-year-olds had not 

received any form of formal reading instruction before the assessment since formal reading 

instruction in Norway officially starts in the first grade of elementary school (one school-year 

older than the children in our sample). As concluded by Diamanti et al. (2018), the present 

test may therefore capture a purer measurement of morphological awareness as it is unlikely 

that the results could have been affected by previously acquired reading skills. Rather, the 

results are more likely a marker of linguistic acquisition based on the spoken language. This 

could also be important for future studies when the intention is to measure the effect of 

preschool morphological awareness on the development of reading skills during elementary 

school.   

 

5.1 Conclusion 

Based on the theoretical framework presented in chapter 2, measuring morphological 

awareness requires using tasks that impose different levels of conscious manipulation because 

children’s linguistic awareness develops gradually. Of equal importance was the proposition 

that different morphological domains must be incorporated in order to capture the width and 

depth of the morphological awareness construct. The present results confirmed the validation 

of the design and the psychometrical properties of this test and provided evidence of a 

morphological awareness latent construct. Despite the fact that the main purpose was to 

establish the reliability and validity of this test, the results also give some preliminary 

evidence of Norwegian children’s morphological awareness skills before the onset of formal 
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reading instruction. With this in mind, I would like to address some important implications 

concerning the use of this test.  

 

5.1.1  Implications of this Study 

The present findings have important implications for future research and educational 

practices. In the first place, the research group NumLit, which has facilitated the realisation of 

the present study, will follow up our participants for the next five years. Some of their studies 

will concern both the development of morphological awareness in Norwegian children and 

the contribution of morphological awareness to the development of reading skills. The results 

in this study will permit them to study the development of children’s morphological 

awareness by comparing their performance before and after the start of formal reading 

instruction. Furthermore, it is intended to study the effect of morphological awareness on 

word and pseudoword reading, reading comprehension, and other reading outcomes after 

controlling for the effect of confounding variables. This will also confirm the construct 

validity of our test when our latent construct proves eligible for the prediction of reading of 

reading skills. To achieve this, the NumLit project has to date collected measures of 

phonological awareness, word reading, listening comprehension, verbal and nonverbal 

cognitive ability, visual memory, rapid automatized naming, word and letter knowledge, and 

vocabulary. The aim is to clarify whether measuring morphological awareness can help with 

predicting reading outcomes and identifying children at risk of developing reading difficulties. 

The extent of the planned study provides good grounds for expecting answers to important 

research questions. 

Our results have consequent implications for educational practices in pre-school and 

elementary school as well. The practicability of the present test makes it suitable as a 

screening tool in pre-school to identify children that may need extra educational support. The 

test administration takes approximately 30 minutes and children in our study seemed to 

perceive the test as an entertaining and fun activity, rather than an examination test. The 

NumLit project collected demographical information about the municipalities where the 

preschools are located. Even though the participants were not randomly selected, four 

municipalities with populations having from medium to medium-high levels of higher 

education were selected in other to have a sample as representative as possible. Consequently, 

the future assessment of our sample during first grade may give some normative parameters 

of high and low performance in this age range, which in turn can help identify both pre-
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schoolers and first-graders at risk of having reading difficulties based on their performance on 

this test. 

5.1.2 Limitations 

This study has had some limitations that are important to state. The second pilot study 

consisted of a very limited sample, which may have concealed the item properties of our tasks. 

A sample as large as the one in the first pilot, or larger, would have been preferable for a more 

accurate statistical analysis before constructing the final version. Likewise, time limitations 

prevented the inclusion of the compound awareness task in the first pilot study, not giving 

enough time to modify and adapt the task accordingly for further validation.  

Regarding the properties of the inflectional tasks, it might have been useful to include 

comparative and superlative adjectives as these also are differentiated through suffixation (e.g. 

bigger & biggest). It remains unknown whether the inclusion of such adjectives might have 

provided a better index of the morphological awareness construct.  

Another possible last limitation was that some pictures from the epi- and meta-inflectional 

task could have been more accurate. Some children remarked that some of the turtles were not 

doing exactly what the puppets were describing. For instance, a sentence stating that a turtle 

eats several lemons seems to create confusion when it actually holds several lemons but is 

only eating one. Three pictures created similar reactions among a few children. It is difficult 

to determine how important these nuances were for children’s performance, as this would 

have required several more pilot studies. At the same time, extra piloting does not always 

guarantee perfect results, inasmuch as some items may appear to behave differently when 

tested in small samples.  
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6 Appendix A Morphological Awareness Test-First 

Version 

 

Epi-inflectional Awareness Judgment Task- First Version 
 
 

Instruksjon til barnet: "Vi skal se på noen bilder av skilpadder (vis heftet med bilder til barnet). 
Dukkene vil si hva skilpaddene gjør på hvert bilde på sitt eget, rare språk. Men bare én av 
skilpaddene sier det riktig. Du må høre godt etter og så vise meg hvilken skilpadde som sa det riktig. 
Det er ikke den samme dukken hver gang. La oss prøve sammen": 
 
Eksempler  

Dukke 1: «Nå gjummer skilpadden tørsten med 
vann». 

Dukke 2: «I går gjumte skilpadden tørsten med 
vann». 

Dukke 1: «Skilpadden spiser et devt kirsebær».  Dukke 2: «Skilpadden spiser deve kirsebær». 

 
Etter barnets respons, si: "Veldig bra. Denne dukken sa det riktig" eller "Hør godt etter". Repetér den 
riktige setningen og si: "Denne dukken sa det riktig fordi skilpadden gjummer tørsten med vann”. Nå 
prøver vi noen fler". 
Viktig: Dersom barnet spør om testleder kan gjenta setningen, kan du kun gjøre det en gang. Sett 
ring rundt den setningen barnet velger for hvert bilde.  
 
Det korrekte svaralternativet står med fet skrift. 
 

1. Nå… gudder skilpadden sakte.  I går…. guddet skilpadden sakte.   

2. Nå polker skilpaddene sammen.  I går polket skilpaddene sammen. 

3. Nå brinerer skilpadden. I går brinerte skilpadden. 

4. Nå haper skilpaddene på snømannen.  I går hapet skilpaddene på snømannen. 

5. Nå knolter skilpadden trillebåren. I går knoltet skilpadden trillebåren. 

6. Nå kniker skilpaddene solbriller.  I går knikte skilpaddene solbriller. 

7. Nå tiver skilpadden i badekaret.  I går tivet skilpadden i badekaret. 

8. Nå terdrer skilpadden på butikken.  I går terdret skilpadden på butikken. 

9. Nå fiper skilpaddene moped.  I går fipet skilpaddene moped. 

10. Nå fjoser skilpadden i telefonen. I går fjoste skilpadden i telefonen. 

11. Nå pyrer skilpaddene i mål.  I går pyrde skilpaddene i mål. 

12. Nå daker skilpadden en bok.  I går daket skilpadden en bok. 

13. Nå gnosser skilpaddene tennis.  I går gnosset skilpaddene tennis. 

14. Nå småger skilpaddene å ta bilder. I går smågde skilpaddene å ta bilder. 

15. Nå kræser skilpaddene sammen.  I går kræste skilpaddene sammen. 

16. Skilpadden kaster vumen i søpla.  Skilpadden kaster vumene i søpla. 

17. Skilpaddene bærer atmen.   Skilpaddene bærer atmene.  

18. Skilpadden har på seg de pime skoene.  Skilpadden har på seg den pime skoen. 

19. Skilpadden tegner en drål bil. Skilpadden tegner dråle biler. 

20. Skilpadden hogger et bamt juletre.  Skilpadden hogger bame juletrær. 

21. Skilpadden ser en føls klovn.  Skilpadden ser følse klovner. 

22. Skilpadden maler huset klist.  Skilpadden maler husene klise.  

23. Skilpadden ligger i en kræs pute.  Skilpadden ligger i kræse puter. 

24. Skilpadden tegner med det rabe krittet. Skilpadden tegner med de rabe krittene. 
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25. Skilpadden hopper over det knaie gjerdet.  Skilpadden hopper over de knaie gjerdene. 

26. Skilpadden kaster de tråke steinene  Skilpadden kaster den tråke steinen  

27. Skilpadden drikker av en flei kopp   Skilpadden drikker av fleie kopper  

28. Skilpadden kaster de kvyre skoene  Skilpadden kaster den kvyre skoen 

29. Skilpadden spiser en prin sitron Skilpadden spiser prine sitroner 

30. Skilpadden sklir ned den prosse sklia Skilpadden sklir ned de prosse skliene 

31. Skilpadden kaster en baf mot blinken Skilpadden kaster bafer mot blinken 

32. Skilpaddene ser på en prå  Skilpaddene ser på pråene  

33. Skilpadden hilser på åden  Skilpadden hilser på ådene  

34. Skilpaddene går ombord i jægen  Skilpaddene går ombord i jægene  

35. Skilpadden leker med en duss  Skilpadden leker med tre dusser  

36. Skilpadden bærer faven  Skilpadden bærer favene  

37. Skilpadden spretter kebelen  Skilpadden spretter keblene  

38. Skilpadden flyr blorken  Skilpadden flyr blorkene  

39. Skilpaddene løper med måsten  Skilpaddene løper med måstene  

40. Skilpaddene tegner på jiglen  Skilpaddene tegner på jiglene  

41. Skilpadden holder en væsp  Skilpadden holder to væsper  

42. Skilpaddene klatrer opp plået  Skilpaddene klatrer opp plærne  

43. Skilpadden fargelegger åmtet  Skilpadden fargelegger åmtene  
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Meta-inflectional Awareness Production Task- First Version 
 
 

Instruksjon til barnet: “Tidligere har vi sett at skilpadden gjør forskjellige ting. Nå skal vi se på bildene 
igjen. Jeg vil si hva som skjer på ett bilde, og så kan du si hva som skjer på det andre bilde. La oss 
prøve.”  
Eksempel 

Etter barnets respons, si: "Veldig bra” eller "I dag gjummer skilpadden tørsten med vann. I går 
gjumte skilpadden tørsten med vann. La oss prøve noen fler". 
Viktig: Dersom barnet spør om testleder kan gjenta setningen, kan du kun gjøre det en gang. Noter 
barnets eksakte svar.  
 

1. Nå gudder skilpadden sakte. I går… …  (guddet)   

2. Nå polker skilpaddene sammen. I går ... …  (polket)  

3. Nå brinerer skilpadden. I går ...  ….  (brinerte)  

4. Nå haper skilpaddene på snømannen. I går ... ….  (hapet)  

5. Nå knolter skilpadden trillebåren. I går ...  …. (knoltet)  

6. Nå kniker skilpaddene solbriller. I går ... …. (knikte)  

7. Nå tiver skilpadden i badekaret. I går ... …. (tivet)  

8. Nå terdrer skilpadden på butikken. I går … … (terdret)  

9. Nå fiper skilpaddene moped. I går … … (fipet) 

10. Nå fjoser skilpadden i telefonen. I går … … (fjoste)  

11. Nå pyrer skilpaddene i mål. I går … … (pyrte)  

12. Nå daker skilpadden en bok. I går … … (daket)  

13. Nå gnosser skilpaddene tennis. I går … … (gnosset)  

14. Nå småger skilpaddene å ta bilder. I går … … (smågde) 

15. Nå kræser skilpaddene sammen. I går … … (kræste)  

16. Skilpadden kaster vumen i søpla. Skilpaddene kaster… …(vumene) i søpla 

17. Skilpaddene bærer atmen. Skilpaddene bærer…   … (atmene)  

18. Skilpadden spiser et devt kirsebær. Skilpadden spiser… …(deve kirsebær) 

19. Skilpadden har på seg de pime skoene. Skilpadden har på seg den… …(pime skoen) 

20. Skilpadden tegner en drål bil. Skilpadden tegner… …(dråle biler) 

21. Skilpadden hogger et bamt juletre. Skilpadden hogger…   …(bame juletrær) 

22. Skilpadden ser en føls klovn. Skilpadden ser… …(følse klovner) 

23. Skilpadden maler huset klist. Skilpadden maler husene… …(klise)  

24. Skilpadden ligger i en kræs pute. Skilpadden ligger i… … (kræse puter) 

25. Skilpadden tegner med det rabe krittet. Skilpadden tegner med de… … (rabe krittene) 

26. Skilpadden hopper over det knaie gjerdet. Skilpadden hopper over de.. ... (knaie gjerdene) 

27. Skilpadden kaster de tråke steinene. Skilpadden kaster den ... …(tråke steinen) 

28. Skilpadden drikker av en flei kopp. Skilpadden drikker av...  …(fleie kopper)  

29. Skilpadden kaster de kvyre skoene. Skilpadden kaster den...  …(kvyre skoen) 

30. Skilpadden spiser en prin sitron. Skilpadden spiser ... ...(prine sitroner) 

31. Skilpadden sklir ned den prosse sklia. Skilpadden sklir ned de ... …(prosse skliene) 

32. Skilpadden kaster en baf mot blinken. Skilpadden kaster ... …(bafer mot blinken) 

33. Skilpaddene ser på en prå. Skilpaddene ser på ... ...(pråene) 

34. Skilpadden hilser på åden. Skilpadden hilser på ... ...(ådene) 

35. Skilpaddene går ombord i jægen. Skilpaddene går ombord i ... … (jægene) 

Testleder viser det første bildet og sier: “Nå gjummer skilpadden tørsten med vann”.  
Testleder peker så på neste bilde og sier: “I går…» (forslag: Hvordan ville skilpadden sagt det?)  
Barnet fortsetter setningen med nonordet: “… gjumte skilpadden (tørsten med vann)”. 
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36. Skilpadden leker med en duss. Skilpadden leker med tre ... ...(dusser) 

37. Skilpadden bærer faven. Skilpadden bærer ... ... (favene) 

38. Skilpadden spretter kebelen. Skilpadden spretter ... ...(keblene) 

39. Skilpadden flyr blorken. Skilpadden flyr ... ...(blorkene) 

40. Skilpaddene løper med måsten. Skilpaddene løper med ... ... (måstene) 

41. Skilpaddene tegner på jiglen. Skilpaddene tegner på ... ... (jiglene) 

42. Skilpadden holder en væsp. Skilpadden holder to ... ... (væsper) 

43. Skilpaddene klatrer opp plået. Skilpaddene klatrer opp ... ... (plærne) 

44. Skilpadden fargelegger åmtet. Skilpadden fargelegger .... ...(åmtene) 
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Meta-derivational Awareness Production Task- First Version 
 

Instruksjon til barnet: “Vi skal se på noen bilder sammen (vis heftet med bilder til barnet). Først skal 
jeg fortelle hva jeg ser. Etterpå skal jeg begynne den andre setningen og så vil jeg at du si resten av 
setningen med ett ord.  La oss prøve først”. OBS! Legg trykk på ordet barnet må bøye når eksemplene 
presenteres for ham/henne.  
 
 Eksempler: 
 
 
 
Etter barnets respons til hvert eksempel, sier testleder: "Veldig bra». Dersom barnet svarer feil, sier 
testleder: "La oss si det en gang til. Moren kysser gutten, derfor gir moren gutten et kyss. Nå prøver vi 
noen fler”. 
Viktig: Dersom barnet spør om testleder kan gjenta setningen, kan du kun gjøre det en gang. Noter 
barnets eksakte svar. 
    

1. Jenten tegner Jenten lager en …(tegning). 

2. Gutten leser en bok. Gutten liker … (lesing) 

3. Gutten øver.  Gutten har … (øvelse/øving) 

4. Per må konsentrere seg for å spille. Per må spille med mye ... (konsentrasjon) 

5. Sjåføren må aldri forstyrres.  Sjåføren må unngå … (forstyrrelse/forstyrring) 

6. Katten har mye hår. Katten er veldig … (hårete) 

7. Per sier unnskyld til læreren sin. Per ber læreren om … (unnskyldning) 

8. Håvard nyter det varme vannet.  Håvard synes varmt vann er en … (nytelse) 

9. Pål komponerer en sang.  Pål er en … (komponist) 

10. Tonje kjøpte en ny parfyme. Tonje kjøpte den i et … (parfymeri)  

11. Erik trener mye.  Erik har vært mye på … (trening) 

12. Såpen skummer. Såpen er veldig … (skummete) 

13. Sara fremfører godt. Sara gjør en god … (fremførelse/fremføring)  

14. Maria dekorerer med en vase. Maria bruker en vase som 
…(dekorasjon/dekorering/dekor) 

15. Line vasker gulvet med moppen. Line bruker moppen til … (vasking) 

16. Mari skriver i timen. Mari har en time med … (skriving) 

17. Klassen hygger seg i gymtimen. Klassen synes gymtimen er … (hyggelig) 

18. Gutta blir redd.  Gutta føler … (redsel)  

19. Trappen er veldig høy. Trappen har en stor … (høyde) 

20. Siri klapper med hendene.  Siri liker … (klapping) 

21. Vaktmesteren er dyktig til å male. Vaktmesteren viser stor … (dyktighet) 

22. Brødet må heves før steking. Før det stekes trenger brødet god … (heving) 

Moren kysser gutten. Moren gir gutten et … (kyss). 

Bordet har flere kanter. Bordet er … (kantete). 
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23. Lise erter venninnene sine.  Lise liker … (erting) 

24. Anne føler seg trist. Anne har en trist … (følelse) 

25. Lukas har en genser med striper. Lukas har en genser som er … (stripete) 

26. Nicolai beveger seg til musikken Nicolai gjør en... (bevegelse) 

27. Monica forteller noe nytt Monica forteller en .................. (nyhet) 

28. Lena tar ansvar for katten  31. Lena er ...................(ansvarlig) 

29. Sofie glemmer ofte matpakken  33. Sofie er veldig ......... (glemsom/glemsk) 

30. Jenta avbryter samtalen 35. Jenta kommer med en...(avbrytelse) 

31. Jenta og gutten blir enige 37. Jenta og gutten kommer til ..... (enighet) 

 
Nå skal vil se på noen bilder der jeg skal fortelle deg hva som skjer på det første bildet. Denne gangen 
skal jeg begynne den første setningen og bruke ett ord på «skilpaddespråk», og så vil jeg at du skal 
fortsette den andre setningen på samme måten vi nettopp har gjort.  

32. Moren er fjorlig med datteren 
(kjærlig) 

Moren viser datteren...(fjorlighet)  

33. Anna døsser mye (tuller) Anna er ... (døssete)  

34. Erik er pådig (modig) Erik viser... (pådighet) 

35. Svenn liker å krøde mye (prate) Svenn er veldig ... (krødsom)  

36. Fuglen elsker å være drå (fri) Fuglen elsker sin... (dråhet) 

37. Gutten pyrer ved bordet (griser) Gutten er litt .... (pyrete)  

38. Jentene knater (fniser) Jentene er ........... (knatete)  
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7 Appendix B Morphological Awareness Test- Second 

Version 

Epi-inflectional Awareness Judgment Task- Second Version 
 
 

Instruksjon til barnet: "Vi skal se på noen bilder av skilpadder (vis heftet med bilder til barnet). 
Dukkene(dyrene) vil si hva skilpaddene gjør på hvert bilde på sitt eget, rare språk. Men bare én av 
dukkene sier det riktig. Du må høre godt etter og så vise meg hvilken dukke som sa det riktig. Det er 
ikke den samme dukken hver gang. La oss prøve sammen": 
 
Eksempler : 

1. Skilpadden leker med en duss  Skilpadden leker med tre dusser  

Etter barnets respons, si: "Veldig bra. Denne dukken sa det riktig" eller "Hør godt etter". 
Repetér den riktige setningen og si: "Denne dukken sa det riktig fordi skilpadden leker med tre 
dusser”. ”Nå prøver vi noen fler". Gjør det samme med de andre eksemplene.  
 
Viktig: Dersom barnet spør om testleder kan gjenta setningen, kan du kun gjøre det én gang. Sett 
ring rundt den setningen barnet velger for hvert bilde.  
 

2. Skilpadden ser en føls klovn.  Skilpadden ser flere følse klovner. 

3. I går vukket skilpadden et hus Nå vukker skilpadden et hus 

4. Nå gjummer skilpadden tørsten med 
vann 

I går gjumte skilpadden tørsten med vann 

 
 
Det korrekte svaralternativet står med fet skrift. Skriv 1 for riktig svar og 0 for galt svar.  
 
Item Dukke høyre hånd Dukke vestre hånd Riktig 

    1 
Galt 
   0 

1 Skilpadden hilser på ådene  Skilpadden hilser på åden    

2 Skilpaddene ser på en prå  Skilpaddene ser på pråene    

3 Skilpadden kaster en baf mot 
blinken 

Skilpadden kaster bafer mot blinken   

4 Skilpaddene går ombord i jægen  Skilpaddene går ombord i jægene    

5 Skilpadden bærer favene  Skilpadden bærer faven    

6 Skilpadden flyr blorken  Skilpadden flyr blorkene    

7 Skilpaddene løper med måstene  Skilpaddene løper med måsten    

8 Skilpadden holder en væsp  Skilpadden holder to væsper    

9 Skilpadden fargelegger åmtet  Skilpadden fargelegger åmtene    
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10 Skilpadden spretter kebelen  Skilpadden spretter keblene    

11 Skilpadden kaster de tråke 
steinene  

Skilpadden kaster den tråke steinen    

12 Skilpadden sklir ned de prosse 
skliene 

Skilpadden sklir ned den prosse sklia   

13 Skilpadden spiser en prin sitron Skilpadden spiser prine sitroner   

14 Skilpadden hogger bame juletrær. Skilpadden hogger et bamt juletre.    

15 Skilpadden ligger på en kræs pute.  Skilpadden ligger på kræse puter.   

16 Skilpadden drikker av en flei kopp   Skilpadden drikker av fleie kopper    

17 Skilpadden kaster de kvyre skoene  Skilpadden kaster den kvyre skoen   

18 I går fipet skilpaddene moped Nå fiper skilpaddene moped    

19 Nå heper skilpadden en kake I går hepte skilpadden en kake   

20 I går terdret skilpadden på 
butikken. 

Nå terdrer skilpadden på butikken.    

21 I går tøppet skilpadden døren  Nå tøpper skilpadden døren    

22 Nå pyrer skilpaddene i mål.  I går pyrte skilpaddene i mål.   

23 Nå såmerer skilpadden en pakke I går såmerte skilpadden en pakke   

24 Nå jygger skilpadden over et gjerde I går jygget skilpadden over et gjerde    

25 I går darte skilpadden på musikk Når darer skilpadden på musikk   

26 Nå gudder skilpadden sakte.  I går guddet skilpadden sakte.     

27 I går kræste skilpaddene sammen. Nå kræser skilpaddene sammen.    

28 Nå jynker skilpadden bilen  I går jynket skilpadden bilen    

29 Nå småger skilpaddene å ta bilder. I går smågde skilpaddene å ta bilder.   

30 I går hapet skilpaddene på 
snømannen. 

Nå haper skilpaddene på snømannen.    
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Meta-inflectional Awareness Production Task- Second Version 
 
 

Instruksjon til barnet: “Tidligere har vi sett at skilpadden gjør forskjellige ting. Nå skal vi se på bildene igjen. Jeg vil si hva som skjer på det ene bildet, og så 
kan du si hva som skjer på det andre bilde. La oss prøve.”  
 
Eksempler: 

Testleder viser det første bildet og sier: “Skilpadden leker med en duss”.  
Testleder peker så på neste bilde og sier:” Skilpadden leker med tre...” (Om barnet ikke svarer, kan det tilføyes: Hva ville skilpadden sagt?) 
Barnet fortsetter setningen med nonordet: ”dusser” 

Etter barnets respons, si: "Veldig bra” eller "Skilpadden leker med en duss. Skilpadden leker med tre dusser". Legg trykk på nonordet! 
Viktig: Dersom barnet spør om testleder kan gjenta setningen, kan du kun gjøre det én gang. Testleder sier: ” La oss se på noen fler!” 

2. Skilpadden ser en føls klovn. Skilpadden ser flere... følse klovner. 

3. I går vukket skilpadden et hus. Nå ... vukker skilpadden et hus 

4. Nå gjummer skilpadden tørsten med vann. I går ... gjumte skilpadden tørsten med vann 

 
OBS! Noter barnets eksakte svar dersom barnet svaret noe annet enn svaret oppgitt i tabellen.  Feil uttale er tillatt så lenge barnet bøyer ordet korrekt. F. 
Eks. barnet sier gukket istedenfor vukket, eller tølse istedenfor følse.  
 
 
Item  Bilde 1 Bilde 2                                                   Annet svar: Riktig 

    1 

Galt 

  0 

1 Skilpadden hilser på ådene. Skilpadden hilser på ... åden     

2 Skilpaddene ser på en prå. Skilpaddene ser på ... pråene     

3 Skilpadden kaster en baf mot blinken. Skilpadden kaster ... bafer mot blinken    

4 Skilpaddene går ombord i jægen. Skilpaddene går ombord i...  jægene     

5 Skilpadden bærer favene. Skilpadden bærer ... faven     

6 Skilpadden flyr blorken. Skilpadden flyr ... blorkene     
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7 Skilpaddene løper med måstene. Skilpaddene løper med ... måsten     

8 Skilpadden holder en væsp. Skilpadden holder to...  væsper     

9 Skilpadden fargelegger åmtet. Skilpadden fargelegger ... åmtene     

10 Skilpadden spretter kebelen.  Skilpadden spretter ...  keblene     

11 Skilpadden kaster de tråke steinene. Skilpadden kaster den ...  tråke steinen     

12 Skilpadden sklir ned de prosse skliene. Skilpadden sliker ned den ... prosse sklia    

13 Skilpadden spiser en prin sitron. Skilpadden spiser ... (fem) prine sitroner     

14 Skilpadden hogger bame juletrær. Skilpadden hogger ett ... bamt juletre.     

15 Skilpadden ligger på en kræs pute. Skilpadden ligger på ...  kræse puter    

16 Skilpadden drikker av en flei kopp. Skilpadden drikker av ...   fleie kopper     

17 Skilpadden kaster de kvyre skoene. Skilpadden kaster den ...  kvyre skoen    

18 I går fipet skilpaddene moped. Nå ... fiper skilpaddene moped    

19 Nå heper skilpadden en kake. I går ... hepte skilpadden en kake    

20 I går terdret skilpadden på butikken. Nå ... terdrer skilpadden på butikken    

21 I går tøppet skilpadden døren. Nå ...  tøpper skilpadden døren     

22 Nå pyrer skilpaddene i mål. I går ... pyrte skilpaddene i mål.     

23 Nå såmerer skilpadden en pakke. I går ... såmerte skilpadden en pakke    

24 Nå jygger skilpadden over et gjerde. I går ... jygget skilpadden over et gjerde     

25 I går darte skilpadden på musikk. Nå ...  darer skilpadden på musikk    

26 Nå gudder skilpadden sakte. I går ... guddet skilpadden sakte    

27 I går kræste skilpaddene sammen. Nå ... kræser skilpaddene sammen.     

28 Når jynker skilpadden bilen. I går ...  jynket (jynkte) skilpadden bilen     
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29 Nå småger skilpaddene å ta bilder. I går ... smågde skilpaddene å ta bilder    

30 I går hapet skilpaddene på snømannen. Nå ... haper skilpaddene på snømannen.     
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Meta-derivational Awareness Production Task- Second Version 
 

Instruksjon til barnet: “Vi skal se på noen bilder sammen (vis heftet med bilder til barnet). Først skal jeg fortelle hva jeg ser. Etterpå skal jeg begynne den 
andre setningen og så vil jeg at du si resten av setningen med ett ord. La oss prøve først.” 
 OBS! Legg trykk på ordet barnet må bøye når eksemplene presenteres for ham/henne.  
 
 Eksempler: 

1. Jenta tegner. Derfor kan vi si at jenta lager en.... (tegning) 

Etter barnets respons til hvert eksempel, sier testleder: "Veldig bra". Dersom barnet svarer feil, sier testleder: "La oss si det en gang til. Jenta tenger, 
derfor kan vi si at jenta lager en ... tegning! Minn barnet på at det må svare kun med ett ord. Testleder sier: Nå prøver vi noen fler”.  
Viktig: Dersom barnet spør om testleder kan gjenta setningen, kan du kun gjøre det en gang.  

2. Lukas er glad i svømming. Lukas er glad i å .....( svømme) 

3. Hun blir forvirret av spillet. Hun synes spillet er .... (forvirrende) 

4. Jenta sitter og smiler. Jenta sitter .... (smilende) 

 
 
OBS! Dersom barnet svarer noe annet enn svaret i tabellen, noter barnets eksakte svar. 
 

Item   Annet svar: Riktig 
    1 

Galt 
   0 

1 Katten har mye hår. Katten er veldig .….(hårete)    

2  Erik trener mye. Erik har vært mye på .....(trening)    

3 Sofie glemmer ofte matpakken Sofie er veldig .... (glemsom/glemsk)    

4 Såpen skummer. Såpen er veldig .....(skummete)    

5 Mari skriver i timen. Mari har en time med ......(skriving)    

6 Brødet må heves før steking. Før det stekes trenger brødet god ......(heving)    

7 Lukas har en genser med striper. Lukas har en genser som er .....(stripete)    

8 Nicolai beveger seg til musikken Nicolai gjør en......(bevegelse)    

9 Anne føler seg trist. Anne har en trist .......(følelse)    
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10 Moren trøster jenta Moren er ........ (trøstende)    

11 Sjåføren må aldri forstyrres. Sjåføren må unngå .........(forstyrrelse/forstyrring)    

12 Gutten er glad i lesing  Gutten liker å .......(lese)    

13 Det er mye folk i lekeplassen Lekeplassen er det veldig ......(folksomt)    

14 Treneren hjeper barna Treneren er .........(hjelpsom)    

15 Gutten koser seg ved pianoet Gutten synes piano er ......(koselig)    

16 Gutten forklarer en ting for læreren  Gutten gir læreren en .......(forklaring)    

17 Han maler veggen  Han dekker veggen med .....(maling)    

18 Han blir sliten av å danse  Han synes at å danse er...... (slitsomt)    

19 Parfymen dufter godt Parfymen er ......(duftende)    

20 Fuglen flyr Fuglen kommer ......(flyvende)    

21 Jenta avbryter samtalen Jenta kommer med en........ (avbrytelse)    

22 Jenta fleiper med de andre Jenta er veldig .......(fleipete)    

23 Jenta trives med å pusle Jenta synes puslespill er ..........(trivelig)    

24  Trappen er veldig høy. Trappen har en stor …………..  (høyde)    

25 Jenta har mye kreativitet Jenta er veldig ........(kreativ)    

26 Å spise is er en stor lykke  Når han spiser is er han...... (lykkelig)     

27 Fiolinens lyd klinger fint  Lyden til fiolinen er .....(klingende)     

28 Været skifter veldig ofte Været er veldig .........(skiftende)    

Nå skal vil se på noen bilder der jeg skal fortelle deg hva som skjer på det første bildet. Denne gangen skal jeg begynne den første setningen og bruke ett 
ord på «skilpaddespråk», og så vil jeg at du skal fortsette den andre setningen på samme måten vi nettopp har gjort. 

29 Anna døsser mye (tuller) Anna er veldig ......... (døssete)     

30 Gutten pyrer ved bordet (griser) Gutten er veldig ......... (pyrete)     

31 Svenn liker å krøde mye (prate) Svenn er veldig ...... (krødsom/krødete)     

32 Jenta knater (fniser) Jenta er ........... (knatete)     
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8 Appendix 1 Item Properties First Version 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 

Table 16  Item properties Epi-inflectional Awareness Judgement Task- 1st  Version
1
 

Item Non-word Proportion correct Item whole correlation
2 

01 gudder 0.84 0.39 

02 polker 0.52 0.27 

04 haper 0.64 0.33 

08 terdrer 0.56 0.55 

09 fiper 0.56 0.28 

11 pyrer 0.52 0.45 

14 smågde 0.40 0.23 

15 kraeser 0.80 0.31 

20 bame 0.40 0.46 

21 følse 0.52 0.35 

23 kræs 0.64 0.42 

26 tråke 0.60 0.54 

27 flei 0.44 0.27 

28 kvyre 0.84 0.42 

29 prine 0.64 0.45 

30 prosse 0.72 0.63 

31 bafer 0.56 0.37 

32 prå 0.72 0.37 

33 ådene 0.60 0.30 

34 jægene 0.56 0.26 

35 dusser 0.72 0.53 

36 faven 0.84 0.22 

37 keblene 0.76 0.46 

38 blorken 0.72 0.23 

39 måstene 0.72 0.64 

40 jiglen 0.80 0.56 

41 væsper 0.84 0.51 

43 åmtene 0.68 0.35 
1 
Sample size = 25 participants 

2
Item whole correlation corrected for item overlap and scale reliability as calculated by 

the  Package psych version 1.7.8  Index in R: the R Project for Statistical Computing 

http://127.0.0.1:37017/help/library/psych/html/00Index.html
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Table 17  Item properties Meta-inflectional Awareness Production Task- 1st Version
1
 

Item Non-Word Proportion correct Item whole correlation
2 

01 guddet 0.53 0.46 

02 polket 0.53 0.57 

03 brinerte 0.37 0.54 

04 hapet 0.68 0.64 

05 knoltet 0.63 0.72 

07 tivet 0.63 0.72 

08 terdret 0.74 0.51 

09 fipet 0.79 0.44 

10 fjoste 0.74 0.59 

11 pyrte 0.58 0.71 

12 daket 0.74 0.59 

13 gnosset 0.74 0.64 

15 kraeste 0.79 0.70 

18 deve 0.37 0.58 

19 pime 0.63 0.59 

20 dråle 0.79 0.56 

22 følse 0.63 0.62 

24 kræse 0.74 0.66 

25 rabe 0.89 0.49 

26 knaie 0.89 0.49 

27 tråke 0.74 0.76 

28 fleie 0.63 0.72 

29 kvyre 0.68 0.75 

30 prine 0.74 0.73 

31 prosse 0.84 0.59 

32 bafer 0.68 0.70 

33 pråene 0.47 0.53 

34 ådene 0.68 0.63 

35 jægene 0.47 0.80 

36 dusser 0.74 0.64 

37 favene 0.58 0.69 

38 keblene 0.58 0.77 

39 blorkene 0.58 0.65 

40 måstene 0.63 0.72 

41 jiglene 0.63 0.82 

42 væsper 0.74 0.77 

43 plærne 0.58 0.75 

44 åmteten 0.47 0.70 
1 
Sample size = 25 participants 

2
Item whole correlation corrected for item overlap and scale reliability as calculated by the  

Package psych version 1.7.8  Index in R: the R Project for Statistical Computing 

http://127.0.0.1:37017/help/library/psych/html/00Index.html
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Table 18 Item properties Meta-derivational Awareness Production Task- 1
st
 

 Version
1
 

Item Derivation Proportion correct Item whole correlation
2 

01 tegning 0.76 0.33 

05 forstyrrelse 0.06 0.36 

06 hårete 0.29 0.55 

11 trening 0.12 0.62 

12 skummete 0.41 0.64 

16 skriving 0.12 0.39 

19 høyde 0.06 0.73 

22 heving 0.18 0.47 

24 følelse 0.41 0.21 

25 stripete 0.41 0.61 

26 bevegelse 0.06 0.73 

29 glemsom 0.12 0.66 

30 avbrytelse 0.12 0.57 

33 døssete* 0.24 0.55 

35 krødsom* 0.29 0.76 

37 pyrete* 0.35 0.75 

38 knatete* 0.35 0.60 
1 
Sample size = 25 participants 

2
Item whole correlation corrected for item overlap and scale reliability as calculated by the  

Package psych version 1.7.8  Index in R: the R Project for Statistical Computing 

*items with asterisk are non-words 

 

http://127.0.0.1:37017/help/library/psych/html/00Index.html
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9 Appendix 2 Item Properties Second Version 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 19  Item Properties Epi-inflectional Awareness Judgement Task- 2nd 

Version
1 

Item Non-word Proportion correct Item whole correlation
2 

01 ådene 0.75 0.73 

02 prå 0.83 0.40 

04 jægene 0.67 0.50 

05 faven 0.83 0.29 

08 væsp 0.67 0.58 

09 åmtene 0.67 0.59 

10 kebelen 0.83 0.80 

12 prosse 0.75 0.27 

13 prine 0.83 0.66 

15 kræs 0.83 0.39 

16 fleie 0.83 0.66 

17 kvyre 0.75 0.66 

26 gudder 0.75 0.73 

27 kræser 0.67 0.61 
1 
Sample size = 12 participants 

2
Item whole correlation corrected for item overlap and scale reliability as calculated 

by the  Package psych version 1.7.8  Index in R: the R Project for Statistical 

Computing 

http://127.0.0.1:37017/help/library/psych/html/00Index.html
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Table 20 Item properties Meta-inflectional Awareness Production Task- 2nd 

Version
1 

Item Non-word Proportion Correct Item whole correlation
2 

01 åden 0.58 0.67 

02 pråene 0.50 0.47 

04 jægene 0.75 0.84 

05 faven 0.67 0.67 

08 væsper 0.83 0.62 

09 åmtene 0.58 0.28 

10 keblene 0.67 0.87 

12 prosse 0.75 0.73 

13 prine 0.75 0.73 

15 kræse 0.50 0.52 

16 fleie 0.75 0.83 

17 kvyre 0.75 0.73 

20 terdrer 0.50 0.12 

22 pyrte 0.83 0.62 

23 såmerer 0.67 0.52 

27 kræser 0.58 0.21 
1 
Sample size = 12 participants 

2
Item whole correlation corrected for item overlap and scale reliability as calculated 

by the  Package psych version 1.7.8  Index in R: the R Project for Statistical 

Computing 

Table 21  Item Properties Meta-derivational Awareness Production Task- 2nd 

Version
1 

Item Word Proportion correct Item whole correlation
2 

01 hårete 0.33 0.54 

02 trening 0.25 0.49 

04 skummete 0.58 0.79 

05 skriving 0.50 0.21 

07 stripete 0.83 0.45 

08 bevegelse 0.25 0.53 

10 trøstende 0.17 0.60 

12 lese 0.75 0.36 

17 maling 0.75 0.51 

18 slitsomt 0.42 0.78 

22 fleipete 0.17 0.54 
1 
Sample size = 12 participants 

2
Item whole correlation corrected for item overlap and scale reliability as 

calculated by the  Package psych version 1.7.8  Index in R: the R Project for 

Statistical Computing 

http://127.0.0.1:37017/help/library/psych/html/00Index.html
http://127.0.0.1:37017/help/library/psych/html/00Index.html
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10 Appendix C Compound Word Awareness Task 

 
Analysis of Compound Words Task  

 

Instruksjon til barnet: “Jeg skal si noen lange ord. Hvert ord består av to mindre ord. Jeg vil at du 
hører godt etter når jeg sier det lange ordet, så kan du si hva som er de to små ordene. La oss prøve 
sammen. Kan du gjette hvilke små ord som er i det lange ordet ……? ” 
  
Eksempler: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Item  Svar: Riktig 1 Galt 0 

1 Blålys    

2 Fjellmann    

3 Skinnsko    

4 Pensko    

5 Kjøttsuppe    

6 Vintertøy    

7 Håndball    

8 Andreplass    

9 Kjøkkentøy    

10 Morgenmat    

11 Skoleferie    

12 Pærehest    

13 Kasselek    

14 Nordlys    

15 Brannbil    

16 Lærerskole    

17 Fotball    

18 Trenål    

19 Husmur    

1. Leketøy Leke & tøy 

Etter barnets respons, si: "Veldig bra" eller, dersom barnet svarer feil, si: “Det lange 
ordet var leketøy. De to små ordene er leke og tøy. La oss prøve noen fler”. 
Viktig: Dersom barnet spør om testleder kan gjenta setningen, kan du kun gjøre det en 
gang. Noter barnets eksakte svar.  
 

2. Favorittmat Favoritt & mat 
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20 Skoleelev    

21 Sommermat    

22 Trekloss    

23 Gatelys    

24 Sisteplass    

25 Avismann    

26 Lommebukse    

27 Kubjelle    

28 Rosetre    

29 Sølvkråke    

30 Blyanteske    

31 Terningspill    

32 Skolisse    

33 Festmat    

34 Møteplass    

35 Skoleslutt    

36 Regntøy    

37 Togtid    

38 Lensmann    

39 Skihopp    
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11 Appendix D Morphological Awareness Test- Final 

Version 

Epi-inflectional Awareness Judgment Task-Final Version 
 
NB! Se i manualen for uttale av non-ord 
 
Instruksjon til barnet: "Vi skal se på noen bilder av skilpadder (vis heftet med bilder til barnet). 
Dukkene vil si hva skilpaddene gjør på hvert bilde på sitt eget, rare språk. Men bare én av dukkene 
sier det riktig. Du må høre godt etter og peke på den dukken som sa det riktig. Det er ikke den 
samme dukken hver gang. La oss prøve sammen": 
 
Eksempler: 

5. Skilpadden leker med en duss  Skilpadden leker med tre dusser  

Etter barnets respons, si: "Veldig bra. Denne dukken sa det riktig" eller "Hør godt etter". 
Repetér den riktige setningen og si: "Denne dukken sa det riktig fordi skilpadden leker med tre 
dusser”. ”Nå prøver vi noen fler". Gjør det samme med de andre eksemplene.  
 
Viktig: Dersom barnet spør om testleder kan gjenta setningen, kan du kun gjøre det én gang. Sett 
ring rundt den setningen barnet velger for hvert bilde.  
 

6. Skilpadden ser en føls klovn.  Skilpadden ser flere følse klovner. 

7. I går vukket skilpadden et hus Nå vukker skilpadden et hus 

8. Nå gjummer skilpadden tørsten med 
vann 

I går gjumte skilpadden tørsten med vann 

 
 
Det korrekte svaralternativet står med fet skrift. Skriv 1 for riktig svar og 0 for galt svar.  
 

Item Forslag: Dukke høyre hånd     Dukke vestre hånd Riktig 
    1 

Galt 
   0 

1.  Skilpadden hilser på ådene  Skilpadden hilser på åden    

2.  Skilpaddene går ombord i jægen  Skilpaddene går ombord i jægene    

3.  Skilpadden bærer favene  Skilpadden bærer faven    

4.  Skilpadden holder en væsp  Skilpadden holder to væsper    

5.  Skilpadden fargelegger åmtet  Skilpadden fargelegger åmtene    

6.  Skilpadden spretter kebelen  Skilpadden spretter keblene    

7.  Skilpadden sklir ned de prosse 
skliene 

Skilpadden sklir ned den prosse sklia   

8.  Skilpadden spiser en prin sitron Skilpadden spiser prine sitroner   

9.  Skilpadden ligger på en kræs pute.  Skilpadden ligger på kræse puter.   
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10.  Skilpadden drikker av en flei kopp   Skilpadden drikker av fleie kopper    

11.  Skilpadden kaster de kvyre skoene  Skilpadden kaster den kvyre skoen   

12.  Nå pyrer skilpaddene i mål.  I går pyrte skilpaddene i mål.   

13.  Nå såmerer skilpadden en pakke I går såmerte skilpadden en pakke   

14.  I går terdret skilpadden på 
butikken. 

Nå terdrer skilpadden på butikken.    

15.  Nå gudder skilpadden sakte.  I går guddet skilpadden sakte.     

16.  I går kræste skilpaddene sammen. Nå kræser skilpaddene sammen.    
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Meta-inflectional Awareness Production Task- Final Version 
 
 

Instruksjon til barnet: “Tidligere har vi sett at skilpadden gjør forskjellige ting. Nå skal vi se på bildene igjen. Jeg vil si hva som skjer på det ene bildet, og så 
kan du si hva som skjer på det andre bilde. La oss prøve.”  
 
Eksempler: 

Testleder viser det første bildet og sier: “Skilpadden leker med en duss”.  
Testleder peker så på neste bilde og sier:” Skilpadden leker med tre...” (Om barnet ikke svarer, kan det tilføyes: Hva ville skilpadden sagt?) 
Barnet fortsetter setningen med nonordet: ”dusser” 

Etter barnets respons, si: "Veldig bra” eller "Skilpadden leker med en duss. Skilpadden leker med tre dusser". Legg trykk på nonordet! 
Viktig: Dersom barnet spør om testleder kan gjenta setningen, kan du kun gjøre det én gang.  
Testleder sier: ” La oss se på noen fler!” 

5. Skilpadden ser en føls klovn. Skilpadden ser flere ... følse klovner. 

6. I går vukket skilpadden et hus. Nå ... vukker skilpadden et hus 

7. Nå gjummer skilpadden tørsten med vann. I går ... gjumte skilpadden tørsten med vann 

 
OBS! Noter barnets eksakte svar dersom barnet svaret noe annet enn svaret oppgitt i tabellen.  Feil uttale er tillatt så lenge barnet bøyer ordet korrekt. F. 
Eks. barnet sier gukket istedenfor vukket, eller tølse istedenfor følse.  
 
 
Item  Bilde 1 Bilde 2                                                   Annet svar: Riktig 

    1 

Galt 

  0 

1.  Skilpadden hilser på ådene. Skilpadden hilser på ... åden     

2.  Skilpaddene går ombord i jægen. Skilpaddene går ombord i...  jægene     

3.  Skilpadden bærer favene. Skilpadden bærer ... faven     

4.  Skilpadden holder en væsp. Skilpadden holder to...  væsper     

5.  Skilpadden fargelegger åmtet. Skilpadden fargelegger ... åmtene     

6.  Skilpadden spretter kebelen.  Skilpadden spretter ...  keblene     
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7.  Skilpadden sklir ned de prosse skliene. Skilpadden sklir ned den ... prosse sklia    

8.  Skilpadden spiser en prin sitron. Skilpadden spiser ... prine sitroner     

9.  Skilpadden ligger på en kræs pute. Skilpadden ligger på ...  kræse puter    

10.  Skilpadden drikker av en flei kopp. Skilpadden drikker av ...   fleie kopper     

11.  Skilpadden kaster de kvyre skoene. Skilpadden kaster den ...  kvyre skoen    

12.  Nå pyrer skilpaddene i mål. I går ... pyrte skilpaddene i mål.     

13.  Nå såmerer skilpadden en pakke. I går ... såmerte skilpadden en pakke    

14.  I går terdret skilpadden på butikken. Nå ... terdrer skilpadden på butikken    

15.  Nå gudder skilpadden sakte. I går ... guddet skilpadden sakte    

16.  I går kræste skilpaddene sammen. Nå ... kræser skilpaddene sammen.     
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Meta-derivational Awareness Production Task-Final Version 
 

Instruksjon til barnet: “Vi skal se på noen bilder sammen (vis heftet med bilder til barnet). Først skal jeg fortelle hva jeg ser. Etterpå skal jeg begynne den 
andre setningen og så vil jeg at du si resten av setningen med ett ord. La oss prøve først.” 
 OBS! Legg trykk på ordet barnet må bøye når eksemplene presenteres. 
 
 Eksempler: 

5. Jenta tegner. Derfor kan vi si at jenta lager en.... (tegning) 

Etter barnets respons til hvert eksempel, sier testleder: "Veldig bra". Dersom barnet svarer feil, sier testleder: "La oss si det en gang til. Jenta tenger, 
derfor kan vi si at jenta lager en ... tegning! Minn barnet på at det må svare kun med ett ord.  
Testleder sier: Nå prøver vi noen fler”.  
Viktig: Dersom barnet spør om testleder kan gjenta setningen, kan du kun gjøre det en gang.  

6. Lukas er glad i svømming. Lukas er glad i å .....( svømme) 

7. Hun blir forvirret av spillet. Hun synes spillet er .... (forvirrende) 

8. Jenta sitter og smiler. Jenta sitter .... (smilende) 

 
 
OBS! Dersom barnet svarer noe annet enn svaret i tabellen, noter barnets eksakte svar. 
 

Item   Annet svar: Riktig 
    1 

Galt 
   0 

1.  Katten har mye hår. Katten er veldig …(hårete)    

2.   Erik trener mye. Erik har vært mye på .....(trening)    

3.  Såpen skummer. Såpen er veldig .....(skummete)    

4.  Mari skriver i timen. Mari har en time med ......(skriving)    

5.  Ole har en genser med striper. Ole har en genser som er .....(stripete)    

6.  Nicolai beveger seg til musikken Nicolai gjør en......(bevegelse)    

7.  Anne føler seg trist. Anne har en trist .......(følelse)    

8.  Moren trøster jenta Moren er ........ (trøstende)    
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9.  Gutten er glad i lesing  Gutten liker å .......(lese)    

10.  Han maler veggen  Han dekker veggen med .....(maling)    

11.  Han blir sliten av dansing  Han synes at dansing er...... (slitsomt)    

12.  Parfymen dufter godt Parfymen er ......(duftende)    

13.  Fuglen flyr Fuglen kommer ......(flyvende)    

14.  Jenta fleiper med de andre Jenta er veldig .......(fleipete)    
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12 Appendix E Pictures of the Morphological Awareness 

Test - Final Version 

 

Epi-inflectional Awareness Judgement Task Pictures 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Eksempel 1 

Eksempel 2 

Eksempel 3 
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Eksempel 4 

Item 1 

Item 2 

Item 3 
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Item 4 

Item 5 

Item 6 

Item 7 
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Item 8 

Item 9 

Item 10 
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Item 12 (deleted item) 

Item 13 

Item 14 

Item 15 
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Meta-inflectional Awareness Production Task Pictures 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Item 16 

Eksempel 1 

Eksempel 2 
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Eksempel 3 

Eksempel 4 

Item 1 
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Item 5 
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Item 6 
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Item 9 
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Meta-derivational Awareness Production Task Pictures 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Item 16 

Eksempel 1 

Eksempel 2 
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Eksempel 3 

Eksempel 4 

Item 1 
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13 Appendix F Guidelines for the Pronunciation of Non-

words 

 

Epi-inflectional & Meta-inflectional Awareness Task 

Uttale av non-ord 

Følgende liste beskriver kort hvordan non-ordene må uttales. I kolonnen «uttale», finnes det et 

eksempel på et ekte ord som ligner på non-ordet. Det er viktig at du respekterer normene for uttale 

av non-ord ettersom målet er at alle testledere sier ordene på samme måte.  

 

Eksempel Non-ord Uttale 

1.  Duss Uttales med «u».  Trykk som i ordet «tuss». 

2.  Føls Trykk som i ordet «løs».  

3.  Vukker Uttales med «u». Trykk som i ordet «vugger». 

4.  Gjummer Uttales med «o». Trykk som i ordet «gjemmer». 

Item Non-ord Uttale  

1.  Ådene/åden Trykk på «å» som i ordet «åsene». 

2.  Jægen/jægene Uttales med «æ» og ikke med «e».  

3.  Favene/faven Uttales som i ordet «pave» eks. pavene/paven. 

4.  Væsp/væsp Uttales med «æ» og ikke med «e». Unngå å si «vesp». 

5.  Åmtet/åmtene Uttales «åmte». Uten siste «t-lyden» som i et 
intetkjønnsord. Dersom «t» uttales kan non-ordet 
forveksles med et adverb.  

6.  Kebelen/keblene Uttales lik som i ordet «kabel». Eks. kabelen/kablene 

7.  Prosse Uttales med «å», Altså «pråsse». 

8.  Prin/prine Uttales lik som i ordet «prim» eller «rim». 

9.  Kræs/kræse Uttales med «æ» og med lang vokal. Altså «krææs». 

10.  Flei/fleie Som i ordet «lei» og «leie».  

11.  Kvyre «k» uttales som i ordet «kva» 

12.  Pyrer Samme trykk som i ordet «fyre» 

13.  Såmere Samme trykk som i ordet «levere» eller «summere» 

14.  Terdret/terdrer «er» uttales som i ordet «herder». Non-ordet erstatter 
ordet «handler» derfor legges til en «r» mellom «d» og 
«e». Altså «Terdrer» 

15.  Gudder Uttales med «u». Samme trykk som i ordet «jogger». 

16.  Kræste/kræser Uttales med «æ» og ikke med «e». 
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14 Appendix G Guidelines of Scoring and Administration 

 

Kriterier for skåring av Meta-inflectional Awareness Production Task  

 

Den følgende listen gir en oversikt over de ulike svarene som anses som korrekt og derfor får 

1 poeng. Avvik fra disse svaralternativene vil gi 0 poeng.  

Barnet får også 1 poeng dersom barnet erstatter ordlyder i stammen av ordet, men bruker 

riktig bøyning (-en, -et, -ene, er osv.) For eksempel om barnet sier «åben» eller «åmen» 

istedenfor «åden».  

Kolonnen «målord» inneholder non-ordet som fungerer som stimulus og i kolonnen «tillatte 

svar» finnes ulike svaralternativer som får 1 poeng. Item 7-11 er markert med en stjerne(*) 

ettersom disse svarene krever at barnet sier både non-ordet og substantivet i riktig 

bøyningsform for å få 1 poeng. Det vil si at dersom barnet kun sier «prosse» og ikke «prosse 

sklia/sklien» får barnet 0 poeng.  

I kolonnen «opprinnelig ord» står det ekte ordet som non-ordet er basert på kun som en 

referanse for testlederen.  

 

Item Målord Opprinnelig ord Tillatte svar  

1.  Ådene Apene/apen Åden 

2.  Jægen Båten/båtene Jægene 

3.  Favene Boksene/boksen Faven 

4.  Væsp Linjal/linjaler Væsper 

5.  Åmtet Arket/arkene Åmtene 

6.  Kebelen Ballen/ballene Keblene 

7.  Prosse Bratte Prosse sklia/prosse sklien* 

8.  Prin Sur/sure Prine sitroner/fem prine sitroner/ flere 

prine sitroner* 

9.  Kræs Myk/myke Kræse puter/flere kræse puter/ seks kræse 

puter* 

10.  Flei Hvit/hvite Fleie kopper/ flere fleie kopper/ to fleie 

kopper* 

11.  Kvyre skitne Kvyre skoen* 

12.  Pyrer Løper Pyrte/Pyret/pyra 

13.  Såmerer Leverer Såmerte/såmeret 

14.  Terdret Handler Terdrer 

15.  Gudder Jogger Guddet/gudda 

16.  Kræste Trener Kræser 

 

 

*item 7- 11 barnet må både si og bøye substantivet i tillegg til non-ordet som oppgitt i tabelen 

for å få poeng. 
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